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Abstract 
While the Nuclear Pore Complex’s (NPC) canonical function is to act as a selective barrier across the 
Nuclear Envelope (NE) and regulate nucleocytoplasmic traffic, recent studies have shown that 
Nucleoporins (Nups), the 30 proteins that comprise the NPC, are also involved in chromatin-related 
processes such as the regulation of genes and chromatin architecture. However, whether individual Nups 
bind and regulate distinct types of chromatin remains poorly understood. To decipher how Nups are 
involved in different aspects of chromatin regulation, we conducted ChIP-seq analysis of three Nups in 
two different D. melanogaster cell lines. Specifically, we mapped chromatin binding of Elys, which 
possesses a chromatin-binding domain, and of two stable Nups, Nup93 and Nup107, which are members 
of the NPC inner and outer ring sub-complexes, respectively. We found that Elys is common to the 
majority of both Nup107 and Nup93 binding sites, indicating that may Elys act as a link between 
interphase chromatin and stable Nups. Contrary to expectation, we found that Nup93 and Nup107 share 
only a small number of their binding sites and exhibit highly unique binding patterns. Nup107 is enriched 
at transcription start sites and active chromatin, while Nup93 overlaps with Polycomb silenced chromatin 
regions. Importantly, we found that Nup93 interacts with members of both PRC1 and PRC2 complexes 
and is enriched for the most tightly regulated Polycomb binding domains. Importantly, we found that 
Nup93’s association with Polycomb domains is functional as Nup93 plays a role in both the spatial 
folding of Polycomb domains and in Polycomb mediated gene repression. Furthermore, we found that 
stable Nup binding sites can be found within LADs indicating that NPCs are present within currently 
defined LADs and that the genome colocalizes linearly along the nuclear envelope. Together, our findings 
suggest that different NPCs bind to distinct chromatin regions via interactions with different stable Nups 
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CORE COMPONENTS OF THE NUCLEAR PORE BIND UNIQUE STATES OF CHROMATIN 
AND MEDIATE POLYCOMB REPRESSION 
Alejandro Luis Gozalo 
Maya Capelson 
While the Nuclear Pore Complex’s (NPC) canonical function is to act as a selective 
barrier across the Nuclear Envelope (NE) and regulate nucleocytoplasmic traffic, recent studies 
have shown that Nucleoporins (Nups), the 30 proteins that comprise the NPC, are also involved 
in chromatin-related processes such as the regulation of genes and chromatin architecture. 
However, whether individual Nups bind and regulate distinct types of chromatin remains poorly 
understood. To decipher how Nups are involved in different aspects of chromatin regulation, we 
conducted ChIP-seq analysis of three Nups in two different D. melanogaster cell lines. 
Specifically, we mapped chromatin binding of Elys, which possesses a chromatin-binding domain, 
and of two stable Nups, Nup93 and Nup107, which are members of the NPC inner and outer ring 
sub-complexes, respectively. We found that Elys is common to the majority of both Nup107 and 
Nup93 binding sites, indicating that may Elys act as a link between interphase chromatin and 
stable Nups. Contrary to expectation, we found that Nup93 and Nup107 share only a small 
number of their binding sites and exhibit highly unique binding patterns. Nup107 is enriched at 
transcription start sites and active chromatin, while Nup93 overlaps with Polycomb silenced 
chromatin regions. Importantly, we found that Nup93 interacts with members of both PRC1 and 
PRC2 complexes and is enriched for the most tightly regulated Polycomb binding domains. 
Importantly, we found that Nup93’s association with Polycomb domains is functional as Nup93 
plays a role in both the spatial folding of Polycomb domains and in Polycomb mediated gene 
repression. Furthermore, we found that stable Nup binding sites can be found within LADs 
indicating that NPCs are present within currently defined LADs and that the genome colocalizes 
vii 
linearly along the nuclear envelope. Together, our findings suggest that different NPCs bind to 
distinct chromatin regions via interactions with different stable Nups and that a subset of 
Polycomb domains are bound and regulated by Nup93. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Nuclear Envelope in Chromatin Organization 
If extended end to end, the human genome would span approximately two meters [1]. In 
order for a cell to fit the genome into a nucleus that is on average 6 microns in diameter, the cell 
must employ various strategies such as nucleosomes and chromosome formation [2], [3]. Cells 
take advantage of this compaction and organize the genome into several spatially and 
functionally distinct compartments. This nuclear architecture is essential for maintaining proper 
gene expression, epigenetic silencing, and maintenance of cell identity [4]. One of the most 
prominent macro complexes in regulating and maintaining genome organization is the nuclear 
envelope (NE). The NE consists of four main entities which include a lipid bilayer, the nuclear 
lamina, the nuclear pore complex (NPC), and various inner and outer nuclear membrane proteins 
that are involved in several functions such as the maintenance of nuclear structure. One such 
example of these transmembrane proteins is the LINC complex that aids in the tethering of the 
nuclear lamina to the cytoskeleton [5], [6]. It has been shown that interactions between chromatin 
and components of the NE are important for nuclear organization and gene repositioning [5], [7]. 
The general mechanism by which the nuclear lamina recruits and represses chromatin is more or 
less understood. Yet, much about the NPC's role and mechanisms of action in genome 
organization and gene regulation remains ill defined. 
1.2 Structure and Dynamics of the Nuclear Pore 
Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) are 60-120 Mda (depending on species) 
transmembrane complexes consisting of ~30 proteins (Variable by both species and cell type) 
termed Nucleoporins or Nups [8], [9]. The NPC's canonical function is to act as selective 
nucleocytoplasmic barrier and regulate traffic and transport between the cytoplasm and nucleus 
[10]. While small molecules, transcripts, and proteins are able to freely diffuse through the NPC, 
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molecules larger than ~40 KDa require both transport proteins and a Ran GDP/GTP gradient in 
order to traverse the NPC [11]–[13]. The NPC is the only structure that mediates transport 
between the nucleus and cytoplasm, and as expected is conserved from yeast to humans [14]. 
The structure of the NPC is highly conserved, but differences in stoichiometry, size, and certain 
Nups exist between both species and between cell types [15], [16]. The NPC exhibits a ring-like 
structure in which all 30 Nups are present in eight-fold radial symmetry. The structure of the NPC 
can be broken down into three major categories. The first contains transmembrane Nups which 
span the nuclear membrane and help anchor the NPC to the nuclear envelope. The second 
group, structural Nups also known as scaffold Nups, form the core structural component of the 
NPC. The last category, peripheral Nups, form auxiliary structures including the cytoplasmic ring, 
nuclear basket and the FG Nup channel [17].  
 
Figure 1. General Structure of the Nuclear Pore. The NPC is a ring-like structure that consists 
of multiple subcomplexes. These subcomplexes can be grouped into transmembrane Nups (red), 
structural Nups (light blue and dark blue), and peripheral Nups (green). 
 
As with most protein complexes that rely on non-covalent interactions, Nups have various 
levels of binding stability to the NPC during interphase. By this metric, fluorescence recovery after 
photobleaching (FRAP) studies have been able to categorize Nups into two groups: short 
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residence time/dynamic Nups and long residence time/stable Nups [18], [19]. Dynamic Nups, 
including most peripheral Nups, have been shown to exhibit residence times between 30 seconds 
to 13 hours. Dynamic Nups are present at both the nucleoplasm and NPC and shuttle between 
both sites during interphase [19]–[21]. On the other hand, stable Nups, which include both the 
inner (Nup93-Nup205) and outer ring (Nup107-Nup160) sub-complexes, exhibit residence times 
of 38-70 hours at the NPC making them some of the most long-lived proteins in post mitotic cells 
[19], [22]. In fact, pulse chase experiments in mouse brains have shown that stable scaffold Nups 
are present within neurons more than twelve months after initial labeling [23]. Due to their 
residence times exceeding that of most mitotic cell cycles, stable Nups are often used as markers 
of both the NPC and the nuclear periphery. Some stable Nups such as Sec13 are exceptions to 
the rule and exhibit additional intranuclear pools during interphase [24], [25].  
While many chromatin related functions have been demonstrated for Nups, only the Nup 
Elys has been identified to exhibit the ability to bind chromatin [26], [27]. Discovered in 2002, Elys 
was originally described as a transcription factor based on its intracellular localization and ability 
to increase luciferase activity through a Gal4-luciferace assay [28]. Further investigation has 
shown that Elys is a component of NPCs [26]. The most widely documented function of Elys is to 
bind condensed mitotic chromatin and nucleate post-mitotic nuclear pore formation by recruiting 
Nup160 of the Nup107-160 core scaffold complex to chromatin [26], [27], [29], [30]. Alternative 
mitotic roles have been discovered for Elys as well. These include the recruitment of RanGTP to 
microtubule organization centers (MTOCs), and spindle assembly [26], [31], [32]. Elys has been 
shown to contain two highly conserved chromatin binding domains, a DNA binding AT-hook and 
an RRK stretch that interacts directly with the acidic patch of histone H2B [30], [33], [34]. Recently 
Elys has been shown to associate with chromatin remodelers including SWI/SNF chromatin 
remodeling component SWSN-2.2 and the ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling complex PBAP 
[35], [36]. Furthermore, Elys has been shown to be required for genome wide chromatin 
decondensation and nucleosome positioning at Elys target genes [36]. These results suggest that 
Elys may mediate chromatin decondensation through the recruitment of chromatin remodelers to 
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Elys gene targets. Due to Elys' ability to directly bind chromatin, we decided to use Elys when 
optimizing our ChIP-seq approach for stable Nups as discussed below. 
1.3 NPC Dependent Gene Tethering and Activation 
Given the close proximity between NPCs and underlying chromatin, it is not surprising 
that the NPC has long been connected to chromatin organization and gene regulation. Proposed 
in 1985 by Günter Blobel, the gene-gating hypothesis suggested that active genes, with open 
chromatin configurations, preferentially interact with the nuclear pore to couple transcription with 
mRNA export [37]. While many of the ideas proposed in the hypothesis remain to be proven, it is 
well documented that the NPC acts as a hub for the recruitment and activation of certain genes 
[38]. ChIP-chip and MNase screens in yeast conducted 15 years ago discovered that Nups bound 
gene promoters, most notably, the GAL gene locus [39], [40]. Subsequent studies have found 
that when yeast is exposed to certain external stimuli, multiple genes are concurrently activated 
and recruited to the NPC. Some of these stimuli include but are not limited to sugar/carbon 
source (HXK1, GAL1, GAL2, Suc2 and INO1), heat shock (HSP104), and oxidative stress (TSA2) 
[41]–[46]. Genes recruited to NPCs in these stimuli responses are dependent on Nups to remain 
both at the periphery and in an active state [43]. For example, in yeast responding to inositol 
starvation, the INO gene cluster is neither recruited to the NPC nor activated when Nup2 is 
knocked out (Figure 1) [47]. Tethering dependent gene expression is not exclusive to yeast and 
has been documented to occur in Metazoa such as flies and humans [21], [25], [48]–[50]. For 
example, in human IMR90 cells, Nup98 tethers the INF-γ gene in response to radiation [49]. In all 
of these cases, gene expression has been shown to be dependent on association with the NPC.  
In yeast, this tethering dependent gene activation is due in part to the presence of various 
chromatin remodelers at the NPC that activate/open chromatin. Two of these remodelers are the 
nucleosome remodeler SWI/SNF complex and the SAGA component Gcn5 [51], [52]. When 
either of these remodelers are lost at the GAL1 gene, the gene can be repositioned to the nuclear 
periphery, but not activated. Work with the GAL1 gene using artificial protein tethering and yeast 
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genetics has revealed the NPC recruits Ulp1, a SUMO protease, which allows for the 
desumoylation of GAL1 repressors [53]. Desumoylation of GAL1 repressors is hypothesized to 
induce conformational changes in these repressors that allow transcriptional activators such as 
Gcn5 to bind to the GAL1 locus and induce gene expression [54].  
Moreover, the aforementioned GAL1 yeast model has provided evidence that Nup1 
(Nup153 in humans) binds the TREX-2 complex (transcription/export complex), a complex that 
aids in both the transcription and export of mRNA [55], [56]. TREX-2 does not directly interact 
with transcriptional machinery, but uses a large (1.2 MDa in humans) and multifunctional protein 
complex called the Mediator complex [57]. Crystal structures, yeast spotting and protein 
purification assays have shown that the Sac3 subunit of TREX-2 interacts with the Mediator Cdk8 
kinase complex (CKD) and Med31, through amino acids 256 and 288. Mutations to Sac3256/288, 
Med31, and CDK are required for the regulation of Serine 5 phosphorylation on the C-terminal 
domain of RNA polymerase II (RNAP II). As with Nups, mutations in med31, ckd8 and sac3 all 
inhibited localization of GAL1 to the nuclear periphery further reinforcing the idea that the NPC 
acts as a hub of gene activation [58]. 
In yeast, it's been shown that this association of specific genes with the pore requires 
gene recruitment sequences (GRS) in the promoters of these genes. Removal of GRS 
sequences from NPC targeted genes results in a lack of re-localization upon external stimuli. 
Moreover, GRS sequences inserted into nucleoplasmic genes results in the recruitment of these 
genes to the nuclear periphery [43], [45], [47], [59]. More recently, it's been discovered that 
transcription factors (TF) also contain domains required for NPC recruitment termed positioning 
domains (PDs). TFs that lack PDs are not bound by Nups and are unable to tether genes to the 
NPC. Furthermore, out of the 78 TFs identified in this study that tether genes to the NPC, they 
are recruited by either Nup2 or Nup100 suggesting that there are multiple mechanisms of 
recruitment to the NPC [60]. Taken together, this illustrates that recruitment to the NPC is a 
complex and multi-step process that allows cells to precisely coordinate gene expression 
programs. 
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1.4 NPC-Transcriptional Memory and Gene Looping 
In addition to the initial recruitment and subsequent activation of genes at the NPC, many 
of the aforementioned genes remain tethered to the NPC after stimulus loss. These genes can 
often last several cell cycles tethered to the NPC and remain poised and ready for reactivation 
upon re-exposure to the initial stimulus. Reactivated genes (short repressed) exhibit much higher 
transcription rates and total transcript levels when compared to cells that have not been 
preconditioned (long repressed) [47], [49], [50]. This epigenetic process is part of the phenomena 
known as transcriptional memory [61]. In yeast, the most studied case of transcriptional memory 
at the NPC involves galactose responsive genes including GAL1, GAL2, GAL7, and GAL10 which 
exhibit transcriptional memory for more than 6 cell generations [45], [47]. After two hours in 
galactose, short repressed genes exhibited ~seven-fold higher levels of GAL1 mRNA compared 
to long repressed controls [47]. Just as in the initial response to external stimuli, Nups are also 
required for transcriptional memory. For example, in yeast, loss of Nup100 does not affect the 
initial response to inositol treatment, but reinduction of inositol starvation mirrors the first 
exposure in the absence of Nup100. Furthermore, in yeast, transcriptional memory exhibits a very 
similar dependence on DNA sequence to that of the initial tethering and gene activation. Without 
a memory recruitment sequence (MRS), genes such as GAL1 are not able to be retained at the 
pore upon loss of external stimuli [45], [62].  
A common theme in transcriptional memory at the pore is NPC mediated chromatin 
looping, specifically looping near gene promoters. In yeast, when HXK1 localization to the NPC 
was induced, it led to formation of gene loops and increased gene expression [40], [63], [64]. It 
was found that these gene loops required the Nup MLP1 (TPR in humans) for the formation of 
HXK1 and GAL1 loops. In the case of GAL1, MLP1 facilitates the looping of the 5' and 3' ends of 
the gene [64]. Without this looping, transcriptional memory of these genes is not conserved. Nup 
dependent transcriptional memory looping extends into higher metazoans as well. In D. 
melanogaster, ecdysone inducible genes such as Eip74 are recruited to the pore and activated 
upon exposure to the developmental hormone Ecdysone (E20). Moreover, E20 exposure resulted 
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in the formation of enhancer-promoter loops at Eip74. As with Nup100 and the GAL1 gene, 
depletion of Nup98 did not affect the initial recruitment and activation of E20 responsive genes, 
but did affect the subsequent memory and more importantly inhibited the formation of enhancer-
promoter loops [50]. Together, these examples suggest that one of the mechanisms by which 
Nups facilitate transcriptional memory is through the formation and maintenance of chromatin 
loops. 
In addition to looping, Nups have been shown to participate in two other forms of 
chromatin reorganization required for transcriptional memory. In yeast, the H2A histone variant 
H2A.Z is incorporated at the promoters of short repressed genes and is required for 
transcriptional memory of these genes. This histone variant is universally conserved and is 
normally found within nucleosomes at promoters from yeast to humans. At the INO1 promoter, 
loss of Nup100 results in a loss of H2A.Z incorporation and the ensuing lack of transcriptional 
memory response [44], [47], [62]. H2A.Z has also been found to preferentially associate with 
H3K4me2 [65], [66]. This histone mark is associated with gene activation and has been found to 
recruit the chromatin remodeling complex NURF [67]–[69]. In yeast lacking H3K4me2, poised 
RNAPII is unable to bind and results in a loss of transcriptional memory. Maintenance of 
H3k4me2 during memory seems equally as important as the initial methylation [49]. In fact, the 
H3K4 methylator Set1/COMPASS complex is remodeled to exclude the subunit Spp1, preventing 
H3K4 trimethylation and promoting demethylation for the duration of transcriptional memory [62], 
[70]. Interestingly, in S2 embryonic fly cells and hemopoietic progenitor human cells, Nup98 
interacts with the H3K4 methylators Trithorax and the COMPASS complex respectively [71]–[73]. 
While Nup98/100 hasn't been shown to directly impact H3K4 methylation yet, it would not be 
surprising if part of its role in transcriptional memory is to recruit and tether H3K4 
methyltransferases at genes poised for reactivation.    
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1.5 Role of Nups in Developmental Regulation 
Inducible tethering and transcription are important in understanding the relationship 
between the NPC and chromatin, yet this is not the only chromatin related function that Nups 
exhibit. Nups have also been shown to be required for the regulation of developmental and cell 
identity processes. For example, Nup210 has been shown to be required for muscle development 
in zebrafish. Nup210 recruits and activates transcription factor Mef2C to NPCs leading to the 
activation of muscle genes and differentiation of myoblasts into myotubes [74], [75]. In flies, early 
ChIP-chip experiments with Nup153 and Megator (Tpr in humans) demonstrated that these two 
Nups bound to large swaths of chromatin ranging in size from 5kb to 500kb [76], [77]. Coined 
Nucleoporin-Associated Regions (NARs), these NARs cover 42% of the Drosophila genome. 
NARs were enriched on the male X chromosome covering over 67% of it (compared to covering 
~36% of the female X chromosome) and colocalized with the histone acetyltransferase (HAT) 
MOF (Also known as MYST1), MOF's histone mark H4K16ac, and RNAP II [78], [79]. MOF has 
been shown to be required for dosage compensation in flies and Nup153 depletion resulted in a 
loss of MOF on chromatin and decreased expression at NARs [48], [80], [81]. While the 
mechanism has not been fully uncovered, these results suggest that Nup153 and Tpr are 
involved in dosage compensation. 
Dosage compensation is not the only instance in which Nup153 and Tpr associate with 
histone acetyltransferases. When proto-oncogenic transcription factor Myc is activated through 
prolyl-isomerase PIN1 mediated isomerization, Myc is recruited to Tpr and creates a 
transcriptionally active environment which includes Gcn5's recruitment to Tpr [82]–[84]. 
Alternatively, in healthy cardiac cells, through NO signaling, the histone deacetylase HDAC5 
prevents acetylation of Nup153 and antagonizes Nup153 association with cardiac remodeling 
genes. In a muscular dystrophy mouse model with altered NO signaling, Nup153 association 
shifted away from HDAC5 and towards HAT transcriptional coactivators CBP and P300 [85]. This 
shift towards acetylation causes an increased deposition of Nup153 at cardiac remodeling genes 
that resulted in the activation of these genes and ensuing morphological changes [86]. As with 
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many other transcription factors, Nups are not able to activate and remodel chromatin 
themselves. Yet as seen with Nup153's association with numerous acetyltransferases, Nups can 
act as hubs recruiting various transcriptional activators and chromatin remodelers to chromatin 
[87], [88]. 
1.6 Off-Pore Transcriptional Activation by Nups 
As previously stated, not all nucleoporins reside exclusively at the NPC, and 
nucleoplasmic pools of Nups exist [19]. Recent studies have demonstrated that nucleoplasmic 
Nups, independent of the NPC, can interact and bind with chromatin. Two such studies used 
DamID and immunofluorescence of polytene chromosomes to separately show that Nup50, 
Nup62, Nup98 and Sec13 bound to intranuclear chromatin [21], [25]. Furthermore, when cross-
referenced to genes bound by an artificially tethered Nup98 construct, Nup50, Nup98 and Sec13 
were all enriched at developmental genes. Moreover, the knockdown of any three of the 
aforementioned Nups resulted in downregulation of a majority of the genes they were bound to 
(Figure 1). Just as at the NPC, intranuclear Nups are also involved in stimuli responses. During 
heat shock response in drosophila larvae, Nup98 and Sec13 are recruited to a subset of heat 
shock genes and required for the transcription of these genes. Nup98 is not recruited to these 
sites in Sec13 RNAi animals suggesting that Nup98 deposition on chromatin is at least in part 
dependent on Sec13 [25]. Since Sec13 has been shown to recruit chromatin remodelers, it may 
be that Nup98 requires a more open state of chromatin before it can bind [36]. Nup98's role in 
regulating developmental genes has also been identified in differentiating human embryonic stem 
cells. ChIP-Seq of Nup98 in human embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and neural progenitor cells 
(NeuPCs) exhibited enrichment of Nup98 at important developmental genes that increased in 
transcription as differentiation progressed. Moreover, Nup98 binding was decreased in 
differentiated cell lines suggesting that Nup98 is important for the establishment of differentiation 
transcriptional programs [89].  
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As with many transcriptional regulators, Nup98 requires additional proteins for the 
regulation of Nup98 target genes. For example, in hematopoietic cells Nup98 recruits the Wdr92-
Set1A/COMPASS complex responsible for H3K4 trimethylation to promoters [73]. Additionally, 
Nup98 interacts with and enhances the ATPase activity of the RNA helicase DHX9 and supports 
DHX9 stimulated transcription [90]. In addition to more traditional transcriptional activators, Nup98 
regulated gene expression was found to be affected by a nucleoplasmic isoform of the membrane 
tethering Nup Pom121. This soluble Pom121 (sPom121) co-bound ~20% of Nup98 bound 
promoters and sPom121 depletion mirrored expression changes seen with Nup98 knockdown. 
Furthermore, when expressed in non-human cells lacking this isoform, sPom121 recruited 
Nup133 (a member of Nup107-Nup160 complex) to nucleoplasmic Nup98 sites. The functional 
effect of Nup133 recruitment on Nup98 remains to be seen, but sPom121’s relationship with 
Nup98 gene targets reinforces the idea that Nup98 involves a diverse collection of proteins in the 
regulation of its gene targets [91], [92]. While this paragraph focused on transcriptional effectors 
involved in Nup98 gene regulation, the involvement and recruitment of additional transcriptional 




Figure 2. Nups Bind and Regulate Chromatin Both on and off the Pore. Nups like Nup2 and 
Nup100 are required for tethering and transcriptional memory at the pore. Nucleoporins like 
Nup50, Nup62, Nup98 and Sec13 are required for transcriptional activation within the 
nucleoplasm. 
 
1.7 Nups in Transcriptional Repression 
Although most of the documented roles of Nups in transcriptional regulation center 
around Nups as transcriptional activators, a few Nups have been shown to act as transcriptional 
repressors. For example, a combination of synthetic gene analysis (SGA) and Co-
Immunoprecipitations (Co-IPs), identified yeast Nup170 (Nup155 in humans) as an interactor of 
the catalytic subunit of the chromatin remodeling RSC complex, Sth1p [93]. ChIP-chip analysis 
revealed an enrichment of Nup170 at sub-telomeric regions and coincided with both upregulated 
open reading frames (ORFs) and alterations in nucleosome occupancy at transcription start sites 
(TSS) of sub-telomeric genes upon Nup170 knockout. Furthermore, Nup170 facilitates the 
assembly of the silencing protein Sir4p onto chromatin by mediating the interaction between Sir4p 
and the DNA binding protein, Rap1. These results provide a model in which Nup170 recruits 
silencing factors such as Sir4p to assist in the silencing of sub-telomeric DNA [94]. It is important 
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to highlight that currently, Nup170 is the only Nup that has been directly associated with 
nucleosome repositioning. Follow up experiments state that Nup170 silencing complexes are not 
part of traditional NPCs, but partial NPCs termed Sir4 associated NPCs or Snups. These holo-
NPCs are made up primarily of scaffold Nups, and lack most FG and cytoplasmic/nucleoplasmic 
oriented Nups [95]. While they have currently only been identified in yeast, holo-NPCs provide an 
interesting mechanism by which Nups could interact with chromatin in a manner functionally 
independent of NPCs. 
Another form of repression that Nups have been linked to is Polycomb mediated 
repression [96]. The first Polycomb group protein, Polycomb (Pc) was discovered in 1947 as a 
mutation in Drosophila that led to ectopic sex combs on second and third legs of adult male flies 
[97], [98]. Since then, over 20 additional proteins had been identified as members of one of two 
main Polycomb complexes: Polycomb-repressive complex 1 (PRC1), and Polycomb-repressive 
complex 2 (PRC2) [99]. PRC1 and PRC2 contain two and four core components respectively, but 
are bound by various canonical/noncanonical (PRC1) and accessory (PRC2) proteins that 
modulate the DNA binding affinities and regulatory functions of both complexes. Polycomb 
repression is incredibly complex and is dependent on interplay between both PRC1 and PRC2 
complexes. PcG mediated repression involves a number of processes, but is centered around 
antagonizing chromatin activators, the stabilization of chromatin loops/chromatin domains, and 
PRC2 mediated methylation of H3K27 [99]. The only Nup previously identified to associate with 
PcG mediated repression is Nup153. Nup153 is important in regulating the cellular states and 
differentiation of mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) and neuronal progenitor cells (NeuPCs). 
In mESCs, Nup153 is required for the recruitment of Ring1B to Nup153 bound sites. Loss of 
Nup153 in mESCs resulted in de-repression of genes involved in neuronal development and 
cellular morphogenesis and coincided with neuroectoderm differentiation [96], [100]. 
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1.8 Nups and HOX Gene Regulation 
One set of genes tightly regulated by PcG proteins are the HOX genes [101]. The HOX 
genes are a subset of homeobox genes that encode for transcription factors responsible for 
embryonic development and segmentation and are conserved, to some degree, from plants to 
humans [102]. In flies, these genes are clustered into two groups: the Bithorax cluster and the 
Antennapedia cluster [103]. Mutations in HOX genes lead to varying degrees of developmental 
defects and in some cases are lethal [104]. For example, mutations to Antennapedia in 
Drosophila results in legs developing in place of antennae [105]. Thus, it is important for cells to 
ensure that these genes are properly regulated. PcG proteins are one of the key regulators of 
HOX genes, but Nups have also been implicated in the regulation of these genes [71], [106]. In 
human cancer cells, Nup93 has been shown to bind and repress the expression of the HOXA 
gene cluster [106], [107]. Loss of Nup93 resulted in a loss of repressive histone marks 
(H3K27me3), an increase in active histone marks (H3K9ac and H3K36me3), and increased 
transcription at the HOXA gene cluster [106], [108]. Nup93 is not the only Nup implicated in the 
regulation of HOX genes. In Drosophila, Nup98 was found to interact with members of the HOX 
gene regulating NSL complex and depletion of Nup98 resulted in decreased HOX gene 
expression [71]. In addition, multiple studies have identified Nup98 fusion proteins in various 
leukemias including acute myeloid leukemia (AML) myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS), and mixed 
lineage leukemia 1 (MML). These fusion proteins consist of Nup98 GLFG repeats fused to 
various transcription factors such as (HOX)A9, HOXD-13 and JARID1A [72], [109]–[111]. It is 
hypothesized that these fusion proteins act as aberrant transcription factors, upregulating a whole 
host of genes, including the HOX genes [72], [109]. The relationship between HOX genes and 
Nups cannot be understated and comprehending how Nups are involved in HOX gene regulation 
will be invaluable in resolving the mechanisms of Nup98-HOX fusion protein cancers.  
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1.9 Nuclear Lamina Structure and Chromatin Organization 
The NPC is not the only NE component that plays a role in chromatin dynamics and gene 
regulation. Another NE component involved in regulating chromatin is the nuclear lamina. The 
nuclear lamina is a mesh-like structure that coats the inside of the nuclear membrane and gives 
the nucleus structure and shape [112]. It consists of two types of lamins categorized on their 
homology: A-type lamins (Lamin A and C) and B-type lamins (Lamin B1 and B2) [112]–[114]. 
Both A and B-type lamins are intermediate filaments which interact with each other forming 
coiled-coil dimers and subsequently results in the formation of the perinuclear mesh [112], [113], 
[115]. The nuclear lamina and chromatin are adjacent to each other within nuclear space and 
studies as early as 1985 have detected interactions between these two cellular components 
[112], [116], [117]. The nuclear lamina has been found to interact with chromatin through a 
number of different mechanisms. These include interactions between their C-terminal domains 
and N/C-terminal histone tails, and linker proteins such as LAP2α, LAP2β, and BAF which 
mediate interactions between lamins and chromatin [112]. Chromatin bound by lamins are termed 
lamin associated domains (LADs) and can span quite long continuous distances along the 
genome. For example, in mammalian cells, there are approximately 1,000-1,500 LADs that range 
in size from 10 kb to 10 Mb [115]. These domains are largely heterochromatic, containing 
repressive histone marks H3k9me2 and H3K9me3 and for the most part transcriptionally silent 
genes [118], [119]. This repressive environment allows cells to silence genes until they are 
required for expression [120], [121]. This strategy is used by stem cells, which induce 
reorganization of LADs during differentiation [122], [123]. For instance, mESCs retain cardiac 
genes at the nuclear lamina. Upon differentiation, these genes are removed from the lamina and 
activated [124]. In the case of ESC myogenesis, proper LAD remodeling is dependent on the 
presence of HDAC3 [124]. A major advantage of tucking away these genes is that it prevents 
aberrant expression of these genes and in the case of stem cells, prevents unplanned 
differentiation [125]. Due to their proximity to one another, understanding the interplay between 
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the extremely repressive nuclear lamina and the more dynamic NPC is essential in fully 
understanding how the NE works in the organization and regulation of the genome. 
 
Figure 3. The Nuclear Envelope Plays Multiple Roles in Chromatin Organization. Genes are 
recruited to the NPC upon external stimuli including sugar source, oxidative stress and heat 
shock (left). Genes that are targeted for silencing are kept within large heterochromatic domains 
termed LADs (middle). Nups form chromatin loops at the NPC and aid in gene expression and 
transcriptional memory (right). Lamin is depicted as the grey mesh next to the lipid bi-layer and 
nucleosomes are depicted as the light blue circles wrapped in DNA.
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CHAPTER 2: Stable Nucleoporins Bind Distinct Regions of Chromatin and 
Mediate Polycomb Repression 
 
Parts of this chapter have been adapted from: Gozalo, A., Duke, A., Lan, Y., Pascual-Garcia, P., 
Talamas, J., Nguyen, S., Shah, P., Jain, R., Joyce, E. and Capelson, M. (2020). Core 
Components of the Nuclear Pore Bind Distinct States of Chromatin and Contribute to Polycomb 
Repression. Molecular Cell, 77(1), pp.67-81.e7. 
 
2.1 Introduction 
As previously stated, the NPC is generally considered to be a site of open chromatin and 
active transcription functionally opposite of nuclear lamina's repressive environment. This idea is 
complicated by the fact that many of the Nups involved in gene activation are considered to be 
dynamic/nucleoplasmic (Sec13, Nup50, Nup98, Nup153). Thus, it is unclear whether genomic 
binding to NPCs is functionally distinct from intranuclear Nup binding. In order to address this 
uncertainty between NPC and intranuclear Nup contacts, NPC genome contacts can be mapped 
by identifying the binding of stable Nups. In Drosophila cells, an attempt to identify sites of NPC 
binding using a Nup98 construct artificially tethered to the NPC coupled with DamID showed 
enrichment at transcriptionally inactive developmental genes and colocalized with the chromatin 
binding of architectural proteins like SuHw [21], [126]. Other ChIP-chip studies using stable Nups 
such as Nup93 have also shown an enrichment for architectural proteins like CTCF and 
repressive histone marks H3K27me3 and H3K9me3 [39], [107], [127]. Taken together, these 
studies suggest that NPCs do not exclusively lie within actively transcribing regions of the 
genome and instead also interact with repressive silence chromatin [39], [107]. Of note, these 
studies used basic genome mapping techniques such as ChIP-chip which lack the precision and 
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detail of modern next generation sequencing (NGS) techniques and may give an incomplete 
picture of the locations and functions of NPC-genome contacts.  
One hypothesis to account for both active and silent chromatin states found at the NPC, 
is that individual stable Nups bind distinct regions of chromatin and regulate both chromatin 
organization and gene regulation at these sites. In order to explore this hypothesis, we conducted 
ChIP-seq of stable Nups from both the inner (Nup93) and outer (Elys and Nup107) rings. Using 
ChIP-seq we were able to obtain binding profiles of these three Nups and found that Nup93 and 
Nup107 bound to distinct, non-overlapping regions of the genome. Specifically, Nup107 bound to 
active promoters, aligning with binding patterns of other Nups. Yet, Nup93 associated 
predominantly with heterochromatic regions bound by PcG proteins. Furthermore, we found that 
Nup93 interacts with PcG proteins and is required for the maintenance of Polycomb-mediated 
chromatin looping and silencing of PcG targets. Jointly, our results oppose the simplified view of 
the NPC as a site of active transcription and propose that different stable Nups exhibit specialized 
roles in the binding and regulation of chromatin states. 
2.2 Results 
2.2.1 The Binding of NPCs on Chromatin can be Successfully Identified Through ChIP-seq 
In order to identify sites of NPC-genome contacts we conducted ChIP-Seq in Drosophila 
embryonic S2 culture cells using antibodies against two stable Nup components, Nup93 and 
Nup107 as well as the Nup Elys (Figure 4A). Nup93 and Nup107 are components of the inner 
and outer ring sub-complexes, respectively. Nup93 and Nup107 have been shown to exhibit NPC 
residence times much longer than that of the S2 cell cycle (70 hrs and 40 hrs respectively versus 
a 24 hour cell cycle) [19] and thus are most likely enriched at nuclear pores and not the 
nucleoplasm. While the residence time of Elys has not been determined, studies in both C. 
elegans and X. laevis have shown that Elys nucleates post-mitotic pore formation by binding to 
chromatin recruiting the Nup107-Nup160 subcomplex [26], [27]. 
To confirm our assumptions of the nuclear distribution of Nup93 and Nup107, we 
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conducted immunofluorescence microscopy and probed for Nup93, Nup107 and m414 which has 
been previously shown to mark NPCs (stains against Nup62, Nup153, Nup214 and Nup356) 
[128], [129]. Visually, an overwhelming majority of the signal for both the Nup93 and Nup107 
antibodies was detected at the nuclear periphery and colocalized with m414 signal (Figure 4B). 
We corroborated our visual observations by examining fluorescent signal of both Nups and m414 
along X-Y planes and quantifying the internal signal (signal in-between the two robust nuclear 
periphery peaks). Yielding internal signal percentages between 2.7% and 6.0% (Figure 4C, 4D).  
Additionally, we took a more quantitative approach and conducted two forms of signal 
correlation analysis between m414 and both Nup93 and Nup107 signal. Correlation with DAPI 
signal was used as a control for intranuclear signal. We first calculated the Pearson correlation 
coefficient (PCC) and found that both Nup107 and Nup93 had PCCs with m414 of over 0.75 
showing that the signal of both stable Nups had a high correlation with m414 signal (A PCC of 1 
is considered a total positive linear correlation) (Figure 4E) [130].  Conversely, both Nup107 and 
Nup93 antibody signal shared no correlation with either DAPI signal or randomized pixels. We 
also calculated correlation by observing the fraction of Nup107 and Nup93 signal that overlaps 
with m414 signal using Manders overlap coefficient (MOC) [130]. We found that Nup107 and 
Nup93 exhibited MOCs of 0.94 and 0.98 respectively showing that almost all Nup107 and Nup93 
signal overlapped with m414 signal (Figure 4F).  
After optimization we were able to generate reproducible ChIP-seq maps of Nup93, 
Nup107 and Elys. Most of the binding peaks were shared between replicates as seen by genome 
browser snapshots and Venn diagram peak overlap (Figure 5A, 5B left). Additionally, primary 
component analysis (PCA) demonstrated high amounts of clustering between ChIP-seq 
replicates (Figure 5B right). Antibodies against Drosophila Nup93 and Elys were previously 
verified for use in ChIP-seq [50]. For this study, we also generated a polyclonal rabbit antibody 
against amino acids 528-725 of Drosophila Nup107. The Nup107 antibody’s specificity was 
verified by Nup107 RNAi treatment coupled with western blots, immunofluorescence (IF) and 
ChIP-qPCR (Figure 5C, 5D, 5E). In ChIP-qPCR assays, probes were generated based on 
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Nup107 peaks identified via ChIP-seq antibody signal. The lack of complete signal loss in the WB 
and ChIP-qPCR can be attributed to the fact that cells require a basal level of Nup107 in order to 
have functional pores and not enter cell death protocols. 
 
Figure 4. Nup93 and Nup107 are Predominantly Enriched at the Nuclear Periphery. (A) 
Diagram of the nuclear pore. NPC components, which were selected for this study, from the inner 
ring (blue) and the outer ring (red) sub-complexes are highlighted in white. (B) Representative IF 
images of WT S2 cells stained against DNA (DAPI, blue), Nup93 (left column)/Nup107 (right 
column) and mAb414 (green). (C) Representative line graphs of florescence intensity distributions 
of 414 and Nup93 or Nup107 across the diameter of an S2 cell nucleus, represented as fraction 
of total intensity signal. (D) Quantification of internal florescence signal of Nup93 or Nup107 as a 
fraction of total florescence signal calculated from line graphs in H using 414 signal to define 
periphery (for Nup93 mean=6.0%, n=26; for Nup107 mean=2.7%, n=32). (E) Quantification of 
Pearson correlation coefficients (PCCs) between 414 signal and Nup107 (left) or Nup93 (middle). 
PCCs for Nup107/414 (mean=0.74), Nup107/DAPI (mean=0.04), and randomized pixels 
(mean=0) n=52, 2 biological replicates. PCCs for Nup93/414(mean=0.71), Nup93/DAPI (mean=-
0.11), and randomized pixels (mean=0) n=47, 2 biological replicates. (F) Quantification of 
Manders overlap coefficients (MOCs) for fraction of Nup107 or Nup93 that overlaps with 414 
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signal. Nup107 MOC (mean=0.94, n=52, 2 biological replicates). Nup93 MOC (mean=0.98, n=45, 
2 biological replicates). Middle line demarcates mean ± SD. P values are from a two tailed 




Figure 5. Chromatin Binding of Stable Nuclear Core Components Can be Successfully 
Profiled Using ChIP-seq. (A) A representative ~200 Kb genome browser (GB) snapshot of two 
independent biological replicates of Elys, Nup93 and Nup107 ChIP-seq experiments in 
Drosophila S2 cells. (B) Venn diagrams showing overlap between called peaks of two 
independent ChIP-seq replicates (Rep1 and Rep2) for each Nup, as labeled, in S2 cells (left) and 
respective principal component analysis (PCA) for ChIP-seq Nup peak datasets (right). (C) 
Western Blot of S2 cells treated with dsWhite and dsNup107 RNAi for 3 rounds (total of 6 days), 
and blotted against Nup107 antibody (top). Graph depicts quantification of Nup107 western signal 
normalized to tubulin signal (bottom). Molecular weight markers are 250, 150, 100, 75, 55 and 37 
kDa, top-bottom. Bars represent mean +/- SD from 3 biological replicates. (D) Representative IF 
images of cells treated with RNAi against control (dsW), or Nup107 (dsNup107). Cells are stained 
for 414 (green), Nup107 (red) and DNA (DAPI, blue) (E) ChIP-qPCR of S2 cells treated with RNAi 
against control (dsWhite) or Nup107 transcripts (dsNup107) using generated Nup107 antibody or 
rabbit IgG, at genes identified as targets of Nup107 (left). RT-qPCR of Nup107 transcript levels in 
RNAi treatments is shown at right. Bars represent mean ChIP signal normalized to input (left) and 
mean expression levels normalized to dsWhite (right) + SEM (3 biological replicates). For (C)-(E) 
RNAi treatments were performed for 3 rounds, 144 hours total. 
 
2.2.2 Stable Nucleoporins Bind to Distinct Regions of Chromatin  
To our surprise, the binding profiles of Nup93 and Nup107 showed little overlap and 
suggests that these two Nups bind unique sites on the genome (Figure 6A). 30% of Nup93 peaks 
overlapped with Nup107 peaks, while 7% of Nup107 peaks overlapped with Nup93 peaks (Figure 
6B). This is a stark difference from the overlap of either Nup with Elys (63% of Nup93 peaks 
overlapped with Elys and 84% of Nup107 peaks overlapped with Elys peaks).  While both Nup93 
and Nup107 share a large portion of their binding peaks with Elys, most of these peaks are still 
distinct from each other and share similar levels of overlap when compared to all Nup93 vs. 
Nup107 peaks (Figure 6C). The presence of Elys in a large portion of these peaks combined with 
Elys’ inherent ability to bind to chromatin suggests that Elys may be act as a link between 
interphase chromatin and stable Nups. Elys ChIP-seq dataset also contained a large portion of 
peaks that did not overlap with either stable Nup indicating that these binding sites are likely an 
intranuclear pool of Elys. (Figure 6B). Of note, all three Nups are enriched at euchromatic 
chromosomal arms (50-75%) (Figure 6D). The differences in binding between Nup93 and 
Nup107 extended to differences in genomic elements. Nup107 and Elys exhibit a preference for 
promoter/TSS regions, while Nup93 tends to associate with intronic regions (Figure 6D). The 
binding of Nup107 and Elys to promoter/TSS regions is consistent with previously reported 
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binding of other Nups such as Nup98 [50], [73]. Nup93’s preference for intronic sequences 
suggests that Nup93 binds to unique genomic elements.  
To further understand the differences between Nup93 and Nup107, we decided to look at 
chromatin states defined by both Filion et. al. and Kharchenko et. al. [131], [132]. Filion et. al. 
used an integrative computational analysis of 53 DamID/ChIP-chip profiles of chromatin proteins 
and histone marks in Kc167 (Kc) cells to bin chromatin into five unique chromatin categories or 
states. These chromatin colors include repressive colors blue (enriched for PcG proteins), black 
(enriched for SuUR and lamins), green (enriched for Su(VAR)3-9 and HP1) and active colors 
yellow (enriched for H3K36me3) and red (enriched for Brahma and GAF) [131]. Kharchenko used 
a machine learning methodology combined with data from ChIP-chips of 18 histone modifications 
and 16 non-histone proteins, DNAse-hypersensitivity data and GRO-seq data to identify nine 
distinct chromatin states. These chromatin states can be broken down into four different active 
states (1,2,3, and 4), a state that marks the X chromosome (state 5) and four repressive states 
(6,7,8,9) [132]. After comparing the binding patterns of Nup93, Nup107 and Elys to both sets of 
chromatin classifications, some prominent patterns can be identified. In both chromatin 
groupings, Nup107 and Elys are significantly enriched for active chromatin over a randomly 
shuffled genome. Nup107 is specifically enriched for yellow/ state 1 (enriched for promoter and 
TSS) chromatin. Conversely, Nup93 binding was significantly enriched for the repressive PcG 
chromatin color blue/state 6 (enriched for PcG repressed chromatin) (Figure 7A). Significance for 
enrichment was calculated by comparing color distribution of each Nup combination to the color 
distribution of a randomly shuffled control data-set (Figure 7B) This stark difference in chromatin 
association between Elys/Nup107 and Nup93 further promotes the idea that Nup93 exhibits 
unique binding properties relative the NPC. Interestingly, Elys and Nup93 are also enriched for 
red chromatin/ chromatin state 3 which coincides with previous reports showing Nup93 and Elys 
at enhancers and Elys interacting with red chromatin protein Brahma via Co-IP (Figure 7A, 7B) 




Figure 6. Stable Nucleoporins Bind to Distinct Chromatin Regions. (A) Enrichment 
heatmaps of ChIP-seq identified peaks of Elys, Nup93 and Nup107, sorted by peak intensity of 
the indicated Nup. Elys peaks are grouped into Nup93/Nup107-containing 
(Elys+Nup93+Nup107+), Nup93-containing (Elys+/Nup93+/Nup107-), and Nup107-containing 
(Elys+Nup93-Nup107+) subcategories. Y-axis units correspond to ChIP-seq signal intensity 
(rpm/bp) and the x-axis corresponds to distance from the peak center along the genome (Kb). 
Heatmap color gradient corresponds with ChIP-seq signal intensity. (B) Venn diagrams showing 
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number of ChIP-seq peaks that exhibit shared occupancy between different Nups. Odds ratios 
and p values were calculated using Fisher’s exact test implemented by Bedtools. (C) Venn 
diagram comparing overlap between Elys/Nup93 ChIP-seq peaks with Elys/Nup107 ChIP-seq 
peaks. (D) Distribution of Nup ChIP-seq peaks relative to genomic elements as labeled (left), and 




Figure 7. Stable Nups are Significantly Enriched for Different Chromatin States. (A) Stacked 
bar graphs showing the correspondence of ChIP-Seq binding sites of the indicated Nups to 
different types of chromatin colors, which represent distinct chromatin states according to 
previous classifications into 5 or 9 states (described in text). Distribution of these colors in whole 
genome is also shown for each classification (B) P-values of enrichment of chromatin states 
(according to 5-state model (top) and 9-state model (bottom)) for each Nup peaks set, as labeled, 
calculated by Permutation test, which involves comparison to 100 random shuffles of the same 
number of peaks on the genome.   
 
2.2.3 Nup93 is Enriched at Polycomb Bound Chromatin 
To better understand the unique chromatin binding characteristics of Nup93, we decided 
to compare Nup93 binding patterns to binding profiles of Pc and PcG mark, H3K27me3 [134]. 
Strikingly, at both the vestigial and wingless gene loci Nup93, overlaps strongly with both Pc and 
H3K27me3 (Figure 8A). On the other hand, Nup107 seems to be present at regions devoid of Pc 
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and H3K27me3 in the vestigial locus and at sections of weak Pc/H3K27me3 binding within larger 
Pc/H3K27me3 domains as shown in the wingless locus (Figure 8A). We then conducted a 
genome wide analysis where we binned 10 Kb regions centered around Nup93 and Nup107 
ChIP-seq peaks and sorted these binned regions by Nup93 and Nup107 peak intensity (Figure 
8B). These results reinforced the behavior seen as the locus level showing a strong correlation 
between Pc binding and Nup93 binding. Possibly more striking is the fact that Nup107 exhibited 
quite a strong inverse relationship with Pc. In fact, Nup107 has a stronger negative correlation 
with Pc signal compared to Nup93’s positive correlation with Pc signal. These binding 
relationships were tested for significance by comparing normalized ChIP signal in Nup93/Nup107 
binned peaks to a randomly shuffled control data set (Figure 8C). Although we do not see a 
statistically significant enrichment for Pc-BioTAP signal in Nup93 binned peaks, this can most 
likely be attributed to the lower specificity/robustness of the BioTAP dataset in comparison to the 
Pc-ChIP data set.  
With a correlation in binding between Nup93 and Pc, we wanted to see if there was a 
pattern or enrichment for certain genes categories. We conducted GO analysis and found that the 
top 20 GO terms included a wide array of tissue specific developmental terms including segment 
identity and cell fate regulation (Figure 9). Many gene functions activated and regulated by vg and 
wg are present within these top 20 terms (vg – haltere development and muscle cell specification, 
wg – segmentation and patterning) [135], [136]. This analysis suggests that Nup93 may play an 
important role in PcG mediated gene repression. 
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Figure 8. Nup93 is Selectively Targeted to Polycomb Domains. (A) Representative GB 
snapshots of the vestigial locus (100 Kb, left) and the Wingless locus (100Kb, right) with Nup93, 
Elys, Nup107, Pc, and H3K27me3 ChIP-seq, and Pc BioTAP tracks. Chromatin colors (5 state 
model) of the regions are shown. Note the close overlap of Nup93 with Pc binding sites. (B) 
Enrichment heatmaps of ChIP-seq peaks of Nup93 (left) and Nup107 (right) compared with ChIP-
seq and BioTAP identified binding sites of Pc. Y-axis units correspond to ChIP-seq signal 
intensity (rpm/bp) and the x-axis corresponds to distance from the peak center along the genome 
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(Kb). Heatmap color gradient corresponds with ChIP-seq signal intensity. (C) Box plots of ChIP 
signal of selected data sets as labeled, at Nup93 peaks and its random shuffled control (left 3 
plots) and at Nup107 peaks and its random shuffled control (right 3 plots). P-values were 
calculated using two-tailed nonparametric t test (Mann Whitney test). The null hypothesis 





Figure 9. Nup93-Polycomb Sites are Enriched for Tissue Specific Developmental Genes. 
Top 20 GO Analysis terms of genes co-bound by Nup93 and Pc (GO terms sorted by fold 
enrichment). 
 
2.2.4 Nup93 Interacts with the Most Robust Regions of Polycomb Repression  
When examining the binding patterns between Nup93 and Pc in the genome browser we 
noticed that Nup93 tended to associate with the most robust sites of Pc binding within Pc bound 
domains. Additionally, Nup93 tended to prefer stronger Pc bound regions of chromatin over 
regions that contained low levels of Pc binding (Figure 10A). We decided to look across the whole 
genome and split Pc bound chromatin into Pc chromatin bound by Nup93 (Nup93+Pc) and Pc 
chromatin devoid of Nup93 binding (Nup93-Pc). Since Pc tends to bind in domains instead of 
discrete peaks, Pc domains bound by at least one Nup93 peak were included in the Nup93+Pc 
group. What can immediately be seen is that the Nup93+Pc group exhibited a substantially higher 
level of Pc ChIP signal relative to the Nup93-Pc group (Figure 10B). 
 Since Nup93 was enriched at the most robust sites of Polycomb binding, we also wanted 
to determine if Nup93 was present at Polycomb response elements (PREs). PREs are cis-
regulatory elements devoid of nucleosomes where PcG components are recruited resulting in 
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repression of nearby genes [137]–[140]. While PREs have only been identified in Drosophila, 
vertebrates have been shown to contain similar DNA elements [141]. We compared the binding of 
Nup93 to the well-studied PREs at the invected (inv) and engrailed (en) genes (Figure 10C) and 
found that Nup93 overlapped will all four PRE-elements with surprising specificity [140].  
It has also been shown that Trithorax (Trx) is involved in the regulation of genes at PREs 
[142]. Trx is a member of the COMPASS family responsible for the methylation of H3K4 [143], 
[144]. In the context of PREs, H3K4me2 has been show to antagonize PRC2 mediated silencing 
at PREs and maintain these genes in a semi-poised state [142], [145]. Concurrently, H3K4me2 
has been shown to be a marker for Nup binding in INO1 transcriptional memory [61], [62]. Since 
we saw Nup93 binding at PREs, we wanted to determine if Nup93+Pc chromatin was enriched 
for H3K4me2. Interestingly, Nup93+Pc domains were largely devoid of H3K4me2. The lack of this 
mark in Nup93 bound Polycomb domains combined with the high levels of Pc binding suggests 




Figure 10. Nup93 Interacts with High-Occupancy Polycomb Domains Including PREs. (A) 
Representative GB snapshot (360 Kb) with Nup93, Elys, Nup107, Pc, and H3K27me3 ChIP-seq 
and chromatin colors at Nup93-containing Pc domains (right) or Pc without Nup93 domains (left). 
(B) Enrichment heat maps of ChIP-seq peaks of Pc, relative to Nup93 and H3K4Me2, classified 
into two main clusters - Nup93-containing (top) and non-Nup93-containing (bottom), sorted by Pc 
peak intensity. Note the relative absence of H3K4Me2 signal in Nup93-containing Pc cluster. Y-
axis units correspond to ChIP-seq signal intensity (rpm/bp) and the x-axis corresponds to 
distance from the peak along the genome (Kb). Heatmap color gradient corresponds with ChIP-
seq signal intensity. (C) Genome browser tracks showing previously defined Polycomb response 
elements (PREs) (work of Kassis lab, as referenced in text), relative to Nup93, Pc, H3K27Me3 
ChIP-seq and Blue chromatin state. 
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2.2.5 Nup93 Interacts with Members of the PcG Complex 
We next examined whether Nup93 physically interacted with core components of either 
major PcG complex: PRC1 and PRC2 [99]. We conducted Co-IPs in Drosophila S2 cells and 
found that Nup93 interacted with Polycomb (Pc) of the PRC1 complex and Enhancer of zeste 
(E(z)) of the PRC2 complex (Figure 11A). Moreover, it seems as though this interaction with PcG 
components is specific as we did not detect any interaction with core PRC1 component 
Polyhomeotic (Ph). In addition to examining interactions with core components of PRC1/2, we 
also wanted to see if Nup93 interacted the non-canonical core component of PRC1 Ring1 and 
YY1 binding Protein (RYBP). The positive interaction that we detected between RYBP and Nup93 
confirms the interaction previously suggested by a genome-wide yeast two-hybrid screen [146].  
In order to determine if the interaction with PcG components was specific for Nup93 and 
not the whole NPC we conducted similar Co-IPs with more stringent biochemical conditions 
(Figure 11B). We then pulled down either Nup93 or Nup107 and probed for PcG proteins 
previously identified to interact with Nup93 (Pc and E(z)). We found that Nup93, but not Nup107, 
was able to pull down Pc and E(z). The lack of interaction with Nup107 is even more striking as 
the overall IP efficiency of Nup107 is ~40 times higher than that of Nup93 (Figure 11C). 
Interestingly Nup93 did not pull-down detectable levels of H3 suggesting that the stringent 
biochemical conditions removed chromatin from these Co-IPs and that the interactions between 
PcG proteins and Nup93 may be independent of chromatin (Figure 11B). Taken together, this 
interaction data suggests that PcG machinery physically interacts with Nup93 in a specific 
manner and reinforces the association between Nup93 and PcG on chromatin. 
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Figure 11. Nup93 Interacts with Core Components of PRC1 and PRC2. (A) Western blots of 
Nup93 Co-IPs from protein extracts of S2 cells stained with antibodies against components of 
PRC1 and PRC2, as indicated. (B) Western blots of Nup93 and Nup107 Co-IPs performed in 
stringent lysis and IP conditions on S2 cell protein extracts, stained with antibodies against Nups, 
components of PRC1, PRC2 and H3 histones. (C) Quantification of Nup93 (left) and Nup107 
(right) IP efficiency, from Co-IPs depicted in figure 11B. Bars represent mean percentages of IP 
signal relative to 100% input (calculated from 5% input signal), +/- SEM (3 biological replicates). 
 
2.2.6 Nup93 Bound Polycomb Domains are Targeted to the Nuclear Periphery 
We next looked at the distribution of Nup93 bound Polycomb chromatin. In order to look 
at multiple Nup93 bound PcG domains, we developed Oligopaint DNA fluorescent in situ 
hybridization (FISH) probes specific to 4 regions of chromosome 3R that exhibited overlap 
between Nup93 and Pc binding. The four probes correspond to the regions near the genes 
spineless (ss probe), Ultrabithorax (Ubx probe), Abdominal A/B (Fab-7 probe), and ladybird late 
(lbl probe) (Figure 12A). Control probes were generated against both active (active1 and active5) 
and inactive (null1 and null5) gene regions devoid of both Nup93 and PcG binding. Oligopaint 
FISH probes were chosen over standard BAC probes due to their ability to target smaller 
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genomic regions and an improved signal to noise ratio [147], [148]. With these probes, we then 
measured the shortest distance between the probe center and the nuclear periphery. The nuclear 
periphery was defined by either the border of DAPI signal or by immunofluorescence of lamin 
staining. We then classified these distances into 400 nm bins and plotted the fraction of cells in 
each of these bins. Nup93/PcG probes showed a distinct preference for the nuclear periphery 
with ~50% of the probes detected within 400 nm of the periphery and less than 20% of probes 
farther than 800 nm of the periphery (Figure 12B, 12C). On the other hand, control probes 
exhibited a much more even distribution in nuclear space and in the case of the two active 
probes, both seemed to prefer the nucleoplasm (Figure 12D, 12E). This bias towards the nuclear 




Figure 12. Nup93-Polycomb Domains are Enriched at the Nuclear Periphery. (A) Genome 
browser snapshot showing the locations of the four Oligopaints FISH probes designed to span 
the ss, Ubx, Fab-7 and lbl loci, and local distribution of Nup93, Pc and H3K27Me3 ChIP-seq, and 
chromatin colors. (B) Distributions of probe to periphery distances for the 4 indicated probes of 
Pc/Nup93 targets (DAPI staining used to define the nuclear periphery). Distributions are plotted 
as fractions of the cell population within assigned bins. 4 biological replicates, > 200 cells per 
condition. (C) Representative image of Fab-7 (red) and ss (cyan) Oligopaints FISH probes in Kc 
cells with stained DNA (DAPI, blue). (D) Distributions of measured probe to periphery distances 
for the 4 indicated control probes of Non-Nup93 targets (DAPI staining used to define the nuclear 
periphery). Distributions are plotted as fractions of the cell population within assigned bins. 4 
biological replicates, > 200 cells per condition. (E) Representative image of active1 (red) and 
null5 (cyan) Oligopaints FISH probes in Kc cells with stained DNA (DAPI, blue). 
 
2.2.7 Nup93-Bound Polycomb Domains are Not Dependent on Nup93 for Localization to 
the Nuclear Periphery 
Multiple studies such have shown that Nups tether specific genes and gene regions as a 
mechanism of gene regulation [38], [42]–[47], [49], [50]. With this in mind, we wanted to see if 
Nup93 was required for the tethering of Nup93+Pc chromatin to the nuclear periphery. We 
decided to use RNAi to knock down either Nup93 or PcG components Pc and Ph and assay for 
any changes in localization using the previously defined Oligopaint probes (Figure 13A, 13B, 
13C, 13D, 13E). Since Drosophila have two homologs of mammalian Nup93 (dubbed Nup93-1 
and Nup93-2 in Drosophila), we decided to deplete both versions of Nup93 for these experiments 
(Figure 14A). Although depletion of Nup93-2 and Ph was marginal in these conditions, we noticed 
that additional rounds of knockdown resulted in cell viability issues. With successful depletion of 
Nup93 and Pc/Ph, we found that loss of Pc/Ph resulted in a redistribution of all four loci, whereas 
Nup93 did not have a significant effect upon the localization of these four loci (Figure 13A, 13B, 
13C, 13D, 13E). This lack of redistribution with Nup93 depletion was consistent with control 
probes Active1 and Null5 reinforcing the idea that Nup93 on its own is not required for localization 
of Nup93+Pc chromatin to the periphery (Figure 14B). As a negative control, we used Nup107 
which is not present at these PcG loci, and found that loss of Nup107 had no effect on Polycomb 
domain tethering (Figure 15A). One explanation for Nup93’s lack of an effect on gene tethering 
could be that Nup93 acts as a hub for the initial recruitment to the nuclear periphery, but is not 
required for the subsequent maintenance. 
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Previous studies have shown that as cells differentiate, genes are recruited and tethered 
to the nuclear lamina. Previous studies have also shown a relationship between Polycomb and 
the nuclear lamina. Thus, we knocked down Lamin and assayed for the ss and Fab-7 Oligopaint 
probes (Figure 15B). With this assay we found that loss of lamin had no result on the localization 
of these four loci suggesting that these Nup93 bound Polycomb loci may operate independently 
of lamin mediated tethering and repression. The relationship between Nups and lamin will be 




Figure 13. Nup93-PcG Domains are Dependent on PcG, but not Nup93 for Peripheral 
Localization. (A) Representative images of Kc cells treated with RNAi against control (dsW), 
Pc/Ph (dsPcPh) or Nup93 (dsNup93) as described in Figure 5. Cells are co-labeled with 
Oligopaints FISH probes (red or cyan, probes as labeled), and IF for Lamin (green) and DNA 
(DAPI, blue). (B) Schematic of quantification scheme depicting defined distances between probe 
signal and the nuclear periphery. Average nuclear size is shown, with lines delimiting 1 μm 
intervals. Mean diameter for Kc cell nuclei demarcated by Lamin = 6.02μm, calculated from >400 
cells per replicate, 4 biological replicates. (C) and (D) Distributions of probe to periphery 
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distances of cells treated with control (dsW) and Pc/Ph RNAi (dsPcPh) (C), or control (dsW) and 
Nup93 RNAi (dsNup93) (D). RNAi treatments were performed for 2 rounds, 96 hours total. 
Nuclear periphery is defined by Lamin immunostaining. Distributions are plotted as fractions of 
the cell population within assigned bins. Bars represent mean + SEM (3-4 biological replicates, > 
200 cells per condition). P values are from two-tailed unpaired non-parametric t test. Null 
hypothesis is “not being further away from nuclear periphery”. (E) Fraction of cell population with 
a probe to periphery distance larger than 1 μm, for cells treated with RNAi described in 5C and 
5D, for the 4 utilized probes. 
 
 
Figure 14. Positioning of Genes Not Bound by Nup93 is Unaffected by Loss of Nup93. (A) 
Normalized RT-qPCR analysis of Nup93-1, Nup93-2, Ph and Pc expression in Kc cells treated for 
4 days with RNAi against indicated genes, relative to control cells treated with RNAi against 
dsWhite (dsW). Bars represent mean + SEM. (B) Distributions of measured probe to periphery 
distances, for the 2 indicated control probes, in cells treated with control (dsW) and Nup93 RNAi 
(dsNup93), using DAPI to define the nuclear periphery, plotted as Fraction of cell population with 
the distance within an assigned bin (labeled on the bottom axis). Bars represent mean + SEM (3 
biological replicates). P values are from a two-tailed unpaired non-parametric t test. Null 







Figure 15. Nup93-PcG Domains are Not Dependent on Lamin or Nup107 for Localization. 
(A) Distributions of measured probe to periphery distances, for Fab-7 and ss loci, in Kc cells 
treated with control (dsW) and Nup107 RNAi (dsNup107) using lamin IF to define the nuclear 
periphery. RNAi treatments were performed for 3 rounds, 144 hours total. Distributions are plotted 
as fractions of the cell population within assigned bins. Bars represent Mean + SEM (left and 
middle). P values are from a two-tailed unpaired non-parametric t test with the null hypothesis 
being “not being further away from nuclear periphery”. Measurements are from >300 cells per 
condition; 4 biological replicates. (B) Distributions of measured probe to periphery distances, for 
Fab-7 and ss loci, in cells treated with control (dsW) and Lamin B/C RNAi (dsLamin) using DAPI 
to define the periphery. Distributions are plotted as fractions of the cell population within assigned 
bins. Bars represent mean + SEM (> 300 cells per condition, 2 biological replicates). P values are 
from two-tailed unpaired non-parametric t test. Null hypothesis is “not being further away from 
nuclear periphery”. RNAi treatments were performed for 2 rounds, 96 hours total. 
 
2.8 Nup93 Contributes to Long-Range Interactions Between Distant Polycomb Loci 
Previous studies have shown that Polycomb bound domains engage in long-range 
interactions and chromatin looping which assist in efficient silencing of PcG bound genes. For 
example chromatin conformation capture assays, have demonstrated interactions between PRC1 
binding sites (including at PREs) and more distal PcG domains [149]–[151]. One study in 
particular identified interactions between a genomic element of the Bithorax locus termed Fab-7 
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and both nearby Pc binding sites such as the Abd-B gene, and more distant Pc binding sites, 
such as the ss gene locus [150]. Furthermore, studies in both yeast and flies have shown that 
Nups are required for long-range interactions at active genes and subsequent gene expression 
[50], [64]. Thus, we wanted to determine whether Nup93 was involved in the formation and 
maintenance of PcG mediated long range interactions.  
We decided to use two different assays to determine whether Nup93 was required for 
PcG mediated clustering. As previously stated, Fab-7 has been shown through Hi-C to interact 
with the ss locus, which is 500 Kb away (Figure 16A). Thus, we examined the clustering of these 
two loci with the previously described Fab-7 and ss probes. Clustering was assayed by 
measuring the center-to-center distance between both probes in three-dimensional scans of 
nuclei. We then knocked down Nup93, PcG components (Pc/Ph), lamin, and Nup107 and 
assayed for changes in the center-to-center distance. Knockdown of lamin was used to ensure 
that any detected changes in gene pairing were not due to disruption of the local environment at 
the nuclear periphery (Figure 16B). Knockdown of Nup107 was used as a negative control for 
Nup loss (Figure 16C). In control conditions, we found that the two loci were clustered close to 
each other in a majority of cells. Specifically, in 80% of cells the distance between Fab-7 and ss 
was between 0.2-1.0 µm, while 20% of cells exhibited distances greater than 1.0 um (Figure 16B, 
16D). Our measured distribution of interaction distances between these two loci is consistent with 
previous reports. As with the tethering of genes to the nuclear periphery, loss of Ph and Pc had a 
significant effect on the pairing distances between these two probes with 33% cells exhibiting 
pairing distances greater than 1 µm. Notably, loss of Nup93 also resulted in a significant 
decrease in pairing, with 27% of cells containing pairing distances larger than 1 µm. Conversely, 
loss of either Nup107 or Lamin had no effect on the pairing of these two loci (Figure 16B, 16C, 
16D, 16E). 
The second method by which we aimed to assay the role of Nup93 on PcG mediated 
gene pairing was through local chromosome conformation capture (3C). To do so, we measured 
interaction frequencies at a Polycomb bound gene region previously characterized by 3C (Figure 
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16F). In control conditions, we noticed high levels of interaction between Fab-7 and three 
upstream Pc bound loci coinciding with previous observations[150]. In cells with depleted levels 
of Nup93, we observed a modest, but highly reproducible decrease in interaction frequencies (30-
40%) at Fab-7-Pc interacting sites. With the combined results of both the Oligopaint and 3C 
assays, we believe that Nup93 is required for the nuclear clustering of PcG regions. 
We were curious if Nup93’s role in gene clustering was genome wide. To test this, we 
analyzed interactions between Nup93 bound Polycomb domains (Nup93+) and Polycomb 
domains not bound by Nup93 (Nup93-) using previously published Hi-C maps of S2 cells (Figure 
17A) [152]. We found that Nup93+ chromatin exhibited significantly higher levels of interactions 
with other Nup93+ chromatin in comparison to either Nup93- or control chromatin (chromatin not 
bound by Polycomb) (Figure 17B). In a similar vein, Nup93- chromatin tended to interact with 
itself at a much higher degree than with either Nup93+ or control chromatin. To further 
understand these two sub-classes of PcG chromatin, we decided to examine whether clustering 
occurred between chromosomes or not. We found that there was no significant difference in 
interaction frequencies for either PcG chromatin type between chromosomes, suggesting that the 
clustering of Nup93+ chromatin is sequestered mainly to sites within the same chromosome 
(Figure 17C). Taken together, these results indicate that Nup93+ and Nup93- chromatin are 
segregated from each other and that Nup93 bound PcG chromatin domains are a unique 
subclass of PcG chromatin domains. It may be that nuclear targeting to Nup93 facilitates these 
long-range interactions and helps establish a type of PcG chromatin distinct from non-Nup93 
bound PcG chromatin.  
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Figure 16. Nup93 is Required for Long-Distance Pairing of PcG Bound Regions. (A) GB 
snapshot of the Bithorax/Fab-7 and ss loci, with arrows representing previously identified log-
range interactions (see text). ChIP-seq of Nup93, Pc, and H3K27Me3, and Blue chromatin color 
domains are shown above. (B) Violin plot of distributions of measured distances between centers 
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of Fab-7 and ss Oligopaint probes in Kc cells, treated with RNAi against control (dsW), Pc/Ph 
(dsPcPh), Nup93 KD (dsNup93) and lamin B and C (dsLamin). RNAi treatments were performed 
for 2 rounds, 96 hours total. Horizontal lines depict median (dashed) and quartiles (> 200 cells 
per condition, 2-4 biological replicates). P values are from a two-tailed unpaired non-parametric t 
test. (C) Violin plot of measured distances between centers of Fab-7 and ss Oligopaint probes in 
KC cells, treated with control (dsW) and Nup107 RNAi (dsNup107) using lamin IF to define the 
nuclear periphery. RNAi treatments were performed for 3 rounds, 144 hours total. Lines depict 
median and quartiles. P values are from a two-tailed unpaired non-parametric t test. 
Measurements are from >300 cells per condition; 4 biological replicates. (D) Fraction of cell 
population with Fab-7-ss probe distance being greater than 1um, in cells treated as described in 
(B). (E) Representative images of cells treated as described in (B). Cells are co-labeled with 
Oligopaints FISH probes against Fab-7 (red) and ss (cyan) and IF against Lamin (green) and 
stained DNA (DAPI, blue) (F) 3C crosslinking frequencies between Fab7 and genomic regions 
along the Abd-B locus in S2 cells, treated with RNAi against control (dsWhite) or Nup93 
(dsNup93) as in (B). The relative interaction frequencies are plotted against genomic coordinates 
and aligned with chromatin binding maps of Nup93 and Pc. Black tick marks indicate Hind III 
restriction sites, vertical dotted lines correspond to the fragments investigated, hollow triangles 
indicate the primers tested. The primer of the anchor point is represented by a black triangle and 
the grey bar marks the position of the fixed Hind III fragment. Bars represent mean + SEM from 6 
independent experiments. P values are from a two-sided t test. 
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Figure 17. Nup93+PcG Domains are Clustered Separately from Nup93-PcG Domains. (A) 
Hi-C interaction map of D. melanogaster genome (see text for reference), with locations of Pc 
regions bound by Nup93 (red, Pc+Nup93), not bound by Nup93 (blue, Pc-Nup93), and of non-Pc 
regions (grey). (B) Averaged amounts of genome-wide Hi-C interactions between Pc domains 
that contain Nup93 ChIP-seq peaks (Nup93+), Pc domains that do not (Nup93-) and regions that 
do not contain Pc (Neither). Average Hi-C interactions between the whole genome and same 
categories is plotted for comparison (right). Hi-C signal obtained from existing Hi-C datasets 
(described in text). Note preferential interactions of Nup93+/Pc regions with each other. P-values 
were calculated using two-tailed nonparametric t test (Mann Whitney test). (C) Averaged amounts 
of inter-chromosomal Hi-C interactions between Pc domains that contain Nup93 ChIP-seq peaks 
(Nup93+), Pc domains that do not (Nup93-) and regions that do not contain Pc. Average inter-
chromosomal Hi-C interactions between Pc domains that do not have Nup93 ChIP-seq peaks 
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(Nup93-) and the whole genome were also analyzed (plotted below). P-values were calculated 
using two-tailed nonparametric t test (Mann Whitney test). 
 
2.2.9 Nup93 is Required for Polycomb Mediated Gene Repression 
The robust binding of Nup93 to high-occupancy PcG domains combined with Nup93’s 
role in the maintenance of long range Polycomb chromatin interactions, led us to believe that 
Nup93 may play a role in Polycomb mediated gene repression. In order to determine if Nup93 is 
required for the repression of PcG silenced genes, we measured the expression of multiple 
canonical PcG regulated genes required for proper development in Drosophila S2 cells using 
RNAi coupled to RT-qPCR (Figure 18A, 18B, 18C). These genes included members of the two 
Hox gene clusters such as Abd-A, Abd-B, and Antp along with ss which is also bound by Pc. As 
expected, depletion of Ph led to considerable upregulation of all four genes. Strikingly, depletion 
of Nup93 also led to significant increases in expression, albeit to a smaller degree than loss of 
Ph, providing functional evidence for the binding of Nup93 to PcG chromatin (Figure 18A). To 
confirm that Nup93 mediated de-repression was specific to Nup93-PcG chromatin and not all 
PcG regulated chromatin, we conducted RT-qPCR against two genes bound by Pc, but not 
Nup93 (CCHa2 and Cg16799). Both of these genes showed a small and significant de-repression 
upon Ph knockdown, but were not affected by loss of Nup93 (Figure 18B). To confirm our RT-
qPCR results, we conducted single molecule RNA FISH (Figure 19A, 19B). Using an RNA FISH 
probe against Abd-B we were able to detect both an increase in the number of Abd-B RNA 
molecules per cell and the fraction of cells with Abd-B expression in both the Pc/Ph and Nup93 
knockdowns.  
Seeing as the canonical role for Nups is to regulate transport between the nucleus and 
the cytoplasm, we wanted to determine if changes in Polycomb gene repression detected in 
Nup93 knockdown conditions were due to mislocalization of PcG components (Figure 19C) [153]. 
We conducted immuno-fluorescence on S2 cells treated with RNAi against either control or 
Nup93 and probed for PcG components Ph and Pc. We found that in cells depleted of Nup93, 
there were no changes in the relative distribution between the cytoplasm and nucleus of both 
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PcG proteins suggesting that Nup93’s role in PcG mediated gene repression does not stem from 
any defects in nuclear import.  
To determine whether we could detect similar results in vivo, we measured expression 
levels of Abd-B in the wing discs of 3rd Instar Drosophila larvae (Figure 19D, 19E). In WT flies, 
Abd-B is expressed in the posterior of the animal during the larval stage and is silenced by 
PRC1/2 in larval wing discs. Loss of PcG components has been shown to result in increased 
expression of Abd-B in the wing disc [154]. In order to detect de-repression, we partially depleted 
either Nup93 or Nup107 in the wing disc by using the Nub-GAL4 driver and UAS-driven RNAi 
lines and then conducted RT-qPCR on RNA harvested from the wing discs. We found that loss of 
Nup93, but not Nup107 resulted in a significant increase in Abd-B expression. Taken together, 





Figure 18. Nup93 is Required for PcG Mediated Gene Repression in S2 Cells. (A-B) 
Normalized RT-qPCR expression analysis of S2 cells treated with RNAi against control 
(dsWhite), Nup93 (dsNup93) or Ph (dsPh). qPCR is shown against Nup93 bound Pc targets (A) 
and Pc-bound genes that are not bound by Nup93 (B). GB snapshots of each analyzed gene, 
with Pc and Nup93 ChIP-seq tracks, are shown to the right. For (A) and (B), Bars represent mean 
+ SEM (5 biological replicates). P values are from an unpaired one-sided t test. RNAi treatments 
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were performed for 2 rounds, 96 hours total. (C) Normalized RT-qPCR analysis of Nup93 and Ph 
expression in S2 cells treated with RNAi against control (dsWhite), Nup93 (dsNup93) or Ph 




Figure 19. Nup93 is Required for PcG Mediated Gene Repression in Larval Flies. (A) 
Average RNA FISH signal for Abd-B probe in S2 cells, calculated as an average number of 
probe-labeled dots per cell in indicated RNAi treatments (plot at left), and fraction of cells with at 
least one RNA FISH dot of Abd-B present in the 3 RNAi treatments (plot at right). 50 cells 
analyzed per condition. (B) Representative images of S2 cells treated with RNAi against control 
(dsW), Pc/Ph (dsPcPh) or Nup93 (dsNup93). Cells are labeled with Abd-B RNA FISH probes 
(red) and stained DNA (DAPI, blue). (C) IF of S2 cells treated with RNAi against control (dsW) or 
Nup93 (dsNup93), as described in Figure 18, using antibodies to nuclear pore marker mAb414 
(red) and Pc or Ph (green). (D-E) Normalized RT-qPCR analysis of Abd-B (D), and 
Nup93/Nup107 (E) expression from wing discs of wandering 3rd
 
instar larvae with Nubbin-Gal4 
driven RNAi against Nup93 or Nup107, relative to control Nubbin-Gal4 lines. Bars represent 
mean + SEM (3 biological replicates, 25+ animals each).  
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CHAPTER 3: Stable Nucleoporins are Bound to Chromatin Within Defined 
LADs 
 
Parts of this chapter have been adapted from: Gozalo, A., Duke, A., Lan, Y., Pascual-Garcia, P., 
Talamas, J., Nguyen, S., Shah, P., Jain, R., Joyce, E. and Capelson, M. (2020). Core 
Components of the Nuclear Pore Bind Distinct States of Chromatin and Contribute to Polycomb 
Repression. Molecular Cell, 77(1), pp.67-81.e7. 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Two major components of the nuclear envelope are NPCs and the nuclear lamina and 
electron microscopy (EM) studies have demonstrated that these two components are in close 
physical proximity of each other. Furthermore, EM images from these studies have shown stark 
differences in chromatin density near the nuclear lamina compared to chromatin adjacent to 
NPCs [155]. Taken together, these EM images suggest a possible interplay in chromatin 
dynamics between the repressive environment of the nuclear lamina and the more open 
chromatin at NPCs, although the relationship between these two NE structures is still not fully 
understood. Contrary to this notion, recently it has been proposed that while the nuclear lamina 
and NPCs are physically close to each other, NPC binding sites are not in close proximity to 
LADs along the genome and that LADs generally exclude NPC binding [115]. Here we have 
detected the binding of stable Nup binding at chromatin bound by LADs supporting these EM 
images implying that a more complex chromatin environment exists at the nuclear periphery than 
previously thought. 
3.2 Results 
3.2.1 Nups are Present Within Currently Defined LADs 
In order to better understand the chromatin binding relationship between NPCs and the 
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nuclear lamina we decided to compare the binding profiles of our stable Nups to previously 
generated LAD datasets. Comparison of our Nup-ChIP-seq data sets to Lamin-DamID datasets 
demonstrated high incidence of overlap of both Nups with called LADs (Figure 20A). We found 
that 17% of Nup93 binding sites and 22% of Nup107 binding sites were present within LADs. 
Furthermore, 6% of Nup93 and 10% Nup107 binding sites were found at LAD borders (±5 Kb of 
LADs). We also were curious as to how many LADs contained at least one binding site of Nup93 
or Nup107 (Figure 20B). We saw that 78% of LADs contained at least one Nup binding site and 
an additional 5% of LADs contained at least one Nup binding site at their LAD boundary sites (± 2 
Kb of LADs) . In sum, these overlaps confirmed our hypothesis that currently defined LADs do in 
fact contain NPC binding sites and in a majority of cases, contain at least one NPC binding site. 
Intriguingly, there seems to be a lower percentage of Nups within LADs when compared to the 
overall distribution of LADs which cover ~1/3 of the D. melanogaster genome. It could be that 
while NPCs are found within LADs, it is easier for Nups to bind and establish NPCs on chromatin 
not associated with LADs.  These findings also reinforce our previous data suggesting that Nup93 
and Nup107 are enriched at the nuclear periphery over the nucleoplasm. 
 
Figure 20. Stable Nups are Present Within LADs and at LAD Boundaries. (A) Percent Nup93 
Chip-seq peaks and Nup107/Elys Chip-seq peaks within LAD interiors, LAD boundaries (+/- 5 Kb 
from LAD ends), and non-LAD regions, using previously defined LAD datasets (described in text). 
(B) Percent of previously defined LADs and LAD boundaries (+/- 2 Kb from LAD ends) which 
include ChIP-seq peaks of Nup93, Nup107, both, or neither. 
 
3.2.2 Nup Binding Sites Within LADs are Present at Regions of Low Lamin Signal 
Knowing that Nup binding sites were present within LADs, we were curious to see if 
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these binding sites colocalized with regions of low LAD DamID signal within called LADs. By 
genome browser, we saw that Nup binding peaks did indeed colocalize with low raw LAD DamID 
signal at both the SoxN and Put loci (Figure 21A). We then decided to take a genome-wide 
approach and compared lamin signal at Nup93 binding sites ±5/20 Kb. Sorting by both lamin 
signal and Nup93 peak size, we saw that Nup93 correlated with lower levels of lamin DamID 
signal, particularly at the strongest Nup93 binding sites (Figure 21B). Interestingly, areas of 
decreased lamin DamID signal within LADs have been shown in mammalian cells to exhibit a 
more active chromatin state, differing from the surrounding repressive LADs environment [156]. 
These regions, termed ‘DiPs’ by the authors, were shown to exhibit increased levels of active 
chromatin marks and transcription. The authors hypothesized that these DiPs were regions of 
chromatin that dissociated from the nuclear lamina towards the nucleoplasm. Combined with our 
findings, we believe that instead of moving towards the nucleoplasm these DiPs may be regions 
of NPC binding and thus, represent functionally distinct chromatin compartments at the nuclear 
periphery. It’s worth noting that the correlation that we observe between lamin signal and Nup 
binding is only partial and additional studies are required to fully understand the biological 




Figure 21. Stable Nups are Present at Regions of Low Lamin-DamID Signal Within Defined 
LADs. (A) Representative GB snapshots of LADs (classified LADs and Lamin DamID signal from 
previous studies, described in text) and chromatin colors, which contain Nup93 binding (Soxn 
locus – 270 Kb, top) or Nup107/Elys binding (Stumps locus – 130 Kb/put locus, bottom). (B) 
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Enrichment heatmaps of Lamin DamID signal at ChIP-seq identified peaks of Nup93. Peaks are 
sorted by Lamin signal (left) and Nup93 peak size/width (right). Y-axis units correspond to ChIP-
seq/DamID signal intensity (rpm/bp) and the x-axis corresponds to distance from the peak along 
the genome (Kb). Heatmap color gradient corresponds with ChIP-seq/DamID signal intensity 
 
3.2.3 LADs are Present in the Same Genomic Regions in Both S2 and Kc Cells 
Due to being both derived from embryonic cells, Kc and S2 are considered to be similar 
in both genome organization and expression profiles, but differences do exist. Since our analysis 
of Nup/LAD overlap was conducted between Nup ChIP-seq datasets generated in S2 cells, and 
lamin DamID datasets generated in Kc cells we decided to conduct lamin ChIP-seq in both cell 
types and compare the distribution of LADs in both. We used the antibody L7, which is specific 
against B-type lamin DmO and found that both S2 and Kc ChIP-seq datasets had similar levels of 
reads over existing DamID-derived LADs (Figure 22A). The similarity in reads and signal to noise 
between the Kc ChIP and DamID datasets demonstrates the validity of our ChIP-seq approach. 
Furthermore, the likeness in ChIP signal between the two cell types suggests that there is a 
parallel in the distribution of lamin and LADs between S2 and Kc cells. This similarity between cell 
types was also seen when looking at the local level. A number of local loci including the SoxN 
locus demonstrated high levels of correspondence in sequencing reads between S2 and Kc cells 
(Figure 22B). 
We then looked at the correlation between Kc and S2 cells genome-wide by conducting 
Pearson correlation coefficient analysis (Figure 22C). The PCC analysis demonstrated two key 
points. First, both the S2 and Kc Lamin ChIP-seq data sets are highly reproducible between 
biological replicates, exhibiting PCCs between 0.95-0.98. Second, the PCC analysis illustrated 
that the KC and S2 datasets are correlated with each other, exhibiting PCCs between 0.88-0.92 
which are marginally smaller than PCCs between replicates. These results suggest a similarity in 
distribution of LADs between S2 and Kc cells and support our initial conclusions on the 
relationship between NPCs and the nuclear lamina on chromatin. The nuclear lamina has been 
shown to be quite dynamic with regards to the regions of chromatin it binds to between different 
tissue and cell types and thus the relationship between the NPC and LADs we have observed 
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should be taken on a case by case basis.  
 
 
Figure 22. LADs Exhibit Similar Genomic Distribution Between KC and S2 Cell Types. (A) 
Representative GB snapshots of LADs defined by Lamin DamID along with Kc and S2 cell Lamin 
ChIP-seq replicates, and Nup 93, Nup107, Elys and Pc ChIP-seq tracks at the Soxn locus (330 
Kb). (B) Enrichment heatmaps showing comparison of previously defined LADs, derived from 
Lamin DamID in Kc cells (described in text), to ChIP-seq of Lamin in Kc and S2 cells, using the 
L7 anti-Lamin antibody (cited in text). Y-axis units correspond to ChIP-seq/DamID signal intensity 
(rpm/bp) and the x-axis corresponds to distance from the peak along the genome (Mb). Heatmap 
color gradient corresponds with ChIP-seq/DamID signal intensity. (C) Heatmap table plotting 
Pearson correlations between S2 and Kc cell Lamin ChIP-seq replicates (3 replicates per cell 
type). 
 
3.2.4 Nup93 Exhibits a Stronger Relationship with PcG Domains Than LADs 
 Previous studies have shown that LADs exhibit partial overlap with PcG domains and 
PRC2 mark H3K27me3 has been shown to be involved in the targeting of LAD regions to the 
nuclear lamina [121], [125]. Since we have demonstrated that Nup93 is required for maintenance 
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of PcG mediated gene pairing and gene repression, we were interested to see if the nuclear 
lamina was involved in or required for the association of Nup93 with PcG domains and Nup93’s 
subsequent gene regulatory roles. First, we looked at the general distribution of chromatin colors 
of Nup93 and Nup107 bound regions both within LADs and 5 Kb LAD borders (Figure 23A, 23B). 
We found that Nup93 and Nup107 bound chromatin exhibited a comparable distribution of 
chromatin types both across the whole genome and LADs/LAD borders. Explicitly, over 60% of 
Nup107 bound sites with LADs/LAD borders contain active yellow chromatin, while 50% of Nup93 
bound sites at LADs/LAD borders are enriched for blue Polycomb chromatin.  
To further understand if LADs were involved in Nup93’s relationship with PcG domains, 
we examined if PcG domains were preferentially bound by Nup93 or LADs. Due to the domain-
like properties of the Pc ChIP-seq which exhibited some degree of signal throughout the genome, 
we decided to create a PcG domain dataset by overlapping chromatin states with the Pc-ChIP 
data. Specifically, we expanded Pc peaks to Pc domains based on the 9-states' defined regions 
and stitched together nearby Pc peaks in the same state region resulting in 524 Pc domains. We 
then compared overlap of Nup93 and LADs that lacked Nup93 with our Pc domain dataset and 
found that Nup93 occupied a higher amount of PcG domains over non Nup93 LADs (Figure 23C). 
Furthermore, a majority of the PcG domains bound by Nup93 regions contained significantly 
higher levels of Pc ChIP-seq signal when compared to PcG domains either bound by LADs or 
absent of both Nup93 and LADs. This result is consistent with our previous findings that Nup93 
binds to the most robust Pc peaks reinforcing the concept that Nup93 bound PcG domains are a 
unique compartment of chromatin. When LADs were split into LADs containing Nup93 and LADs 
absent of Nup93, Nup93 containing LADs on average exhibited higher Pc signal than non-Nup93 
LADs (Figure 23D). Nup93 not present in LADs still exhibited the highest levels of Pc and this 
group of PcG domains contained canonical PcG target genes including Abd-B, Antp, and ss. 
Moreover, we found that LADs absent of Nup93 binding within or at LAD borders contained much 
less when we Polycomb chromatin state. Altogether, these results suggest that Nup93 binds to a 
unique compartment of PcG domains independent of lamin. Furthermore, since depletion of lamin 
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had no effect of PcG gene tethering or gene pairing, Nup93’s role in the regulation of PcG 
repressed chromatin is most likely independent of lamin.  
 
 
Figure 23. Nup93 and Nup107 Exhibit Similar Chromatin States Inside and Outside of 
LADs. (A-B) Distribution of chromatin colors (5 colors – top, 9 colors - bottom) that correspond to 
Nup binding sites found within LADs (in LAD interiors only) (A), and Nup binding sites found 
within 5 Kb boundaries of previously defined LADs (B). (C) Predominant chromatin colors (5 
colors – top, 9 colors - bottom) of LADs with and without Nup93 within or at 5 Kb boundaries. (D) 
Distribution of Pc ChIP-seq peaks containing Nup93 ChIP-seq peaks (Nup93), LADs with Nup93 
ChIP-seq signal within or at 5 Kb boundaries (LAD+Nup93), LADs without Nup93 ChIP-seq signal 
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within or at 5 Kb boundaries (LAD-Nup93), or none of these (pie chart at left), and averaged Pc 
ChIP-seq signal intensities among the four groups (box and whisker plot at right). Nup93 ChIP-
seq signal at peaks of three well-characterized PcG targets Abd-B, Antp and ss are depicted by 




















CHAPTER 4: Discussion and Future Directions 
4.1 Discussion and Remaining Questions 
  In addition to its role in nucleocytoplasmic transport, the NPC has emerged as a regulator 
of both chromatin organization and gene repression. In this work, we were able to generate high-
resolution chromatin binding maps of multiple stable NPC components. We expected to find a 
large amount of overlap in the chromatin binding of all three Nups due to the stability and high 
residence time of both of these proteins at the NPC. Surprisingly, Nup93 and Nup107 shared only 
a small amount of overlap in their chromatin binding sites (30% of Nup93 and 7% of Nup107 
binding sites). This low overlap suggests that Nup107, Nup93 and in turn, their two 
subcomplexes, could exhibit different biological functions. In fact, these two different Nups bind to 
very different types of chromatin with Nup107 binding to active H3K36me3 bound chromatin and 
Nup93 binding to repressive Polycomb chromatin. The contrasting binding patterns of these two 
stable Nups coincides with the variability in NPC-genome contacts previously reported in studies 
that have tied both active and repressive processes to the NPC and could explain why such data 
was previously observed.   
Our ChIP-seq maps revealed several interesting insights into the relationship between 
Polycomb domains and Nup93. First, we found that Nup93 chromatin binding is enriched in a 
large subset of PcG domains, with a preference for PcG domains that exhibit the most robust 
levels of Pc binding. We called these types of PcG domains Nup93+Pc, while domains that 
exhibited low amounts of Pc levels were termed Nup93-Pc. It is important to note that since these 
data sets are not from single cell sequencing, the binding strength correlates with increased 
frequency of PcG binding at these regions. In addition to Pc binding strength, there are several 
other factors that distinguish these two subsets of Polycomb domains from each other. First, the 
Nup93+Pc fraction is devoid of the histone mark H3K4me2. Second, in 3D space, these two 
subsets seem to be somewhat segregated from each other, exhibiting much higher contact 
frequency within their own group than with chromatin between both subsets. One possible 
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rationale for these two seemingly distinct Polycomb subsets is that Nup93+Pc group contains 
genes that are involved in key transcriptional and developmental processes that need tightly 
repressed, whereas it may not be as important to silence genes in the Nup93-Pc group. This 
notion is supported by the fact that genes critical for proper development such as the Hox genes 
Antennapedia, Ultrabithorax and Abdominal B are all located within the Nup93+Pc domains 
(Figure 16A, 18A). As mentioned previously, Polycomb has multiple accessory proteins that can 
alter/enhance the targeting of Polycomb mediated silencing [99]. It is possible that these two 
states contain a different composition of accessory proteins that allows Polycomb to create two 
different Polycomb states. It will be interesting to see what additional factors preferentially 
associate with either Polycomb fraction and whether Nup93 is required for the recruitment of 
these proteins to their chromatin targets.  
Second, we found that Nup93 is required for the maintenance of long-range interactions 
between PcG targets near Hox genes. This result coincides with previous reports which have 
identified both Nup98 and Mlp1/2 as facilitators of chromatin looping at actively transcribing 
genes (enhancer-promoter and 5’-3’ contacts for Nup98 and Mlp1/2 respectively). In both cases, 
Nup facilitated looping also coincided with gene expression effects, mirroring what we observed 
between Nup93 and PcG regulated genes [50], [64]. It may be that the NPC facilitates the 
stabilization of long-range contacts, but the nature of which types of genes are looped depends 
on which Nup is involved in the process. Interestingly, Nup93 colocalizes with the insulator 
protein CTCF genome wide and more specifically at the HOXA gene loci [107], [108]. CTCF has 
been shown to be involved in the formation of chromatin loops and thus, the Nup93 regulated 
gene coupling may be due to some relationship with CTCF [157], [158]. This is supported by the 
fact that depletion of either Nup93 or CTCF increases the expression of the HOXA gene cluster in 
colorectal cancer cells [108]. The extent of the relationship between Nup93 and insulator proteins 
such as CTCF remains to be seen, but it suggests a promising mechanism by which Nup93 
affects PcG mediated gene looping and possibly PcG mediated gene repression which will be 
discussed below. In addition, loss of Pc/Ph resulted in a loss of the peripheral localization of 
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these genes, while loss of Nup93 had no effect. While we only tested stable Nups and lamin, this 
discrepancy in peripheral this result suggests that more proteins are involved in retaining these 
genes at the nuclear periphery. It will be interesting to see what additional proteins are involved in 
the tethering of these domains to the NPC and how they fit into the mechanism of Nup93 
mediated Polycomb repression. 
Lastly, we found that in addition to binding to PcG domains, Nup93 is also required for 
repression of genes within these domains. Nup93’s role in gene repression seems to be highly 
conserved from yeast to humans. For example, in S. pombe, Nup93 is required for silencing and 
nuclear clustering of heterochromatin [159]. In flies, Nup93 has been found to act as a negative 
regulator of Nup155 dependent chromatin recruitment to the NPC [160]. Lastly, in human 
colorectal cancer cells, Nup93 in conjunction with Nup188 and Nup205 binds the HOXA cluster 
and is required for repression of these genes [106], [108].  
Nup93 is not the only Nup associated with PcG mediated gene repression. In mESC 
cells, Nup153 interacts with core PRC1 component RING1. These two proteins share binding 
sites and are both required for PcG repression of cell differentiation genes. In our study we did 
not probe for RING1 due to the lack of a RING1 antibody, but we did detect robust interactions 
with other members of PRC1 via Co-IP. Thus, it would not be surprising if Nup93 also interacted 
with RING1 and was involved in the repression of Nup153 targets. Furthermore, there is a 
possibility of an overlap in gene targets between Nup93 and Nup153, but it is improbable that 
complete overlap between the two exists. Nup153 is found both at NPCs and intranuclearly and 
around half of the Polycomb targets regulated by Nup153 were found to be intranuclear [77], [96], 
[161]. Since we found almost all Nup93 signal at the periphery, it is unlikely that Nup93 is present 
at intranuclear genes regulated by Nup153. Consequently, it seems as though Nup153 is not as 
dependent on the positioning of genes relative to the NE for gene regulation as Nup93 is. While it 
is unlikely that Nup93 binds to PcG targets within the nucleoplasm, we only assayed for a handful 
of genes. To test whether Nup93 is present at intranuclear Nup153 targets, we could conduct 
ChIP-seq of Nup153 in S2 cells and test the localization of genes co-bound by Nup93, Nup153, 
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and Pc using DNA-FISH/Oligopaint-FISH. The interplay between Polycomb, Nup93, and Nup153 
is not fully understood, yet it is clear that a robust relationship between the NPC and Polycomb 
mediated gene repression exists and it will be interesting to see if additional Nups are also 
involved in these processes.  
We have demonstrated that Nup93 has a close relationship with PcG proteins and PcG 
dependent functions, specifically PcG mediated looping and gene repression. As previously 
mentioned, the formation and clustering of long-range contacts is important for PcG mediated 
gene repression [99]. It’s thought that the clustering of long-range contacts allows for Polycomb to 
create repressive microenvironments within the nucleus that facilitate the repression of these 
genes [99]. The focused localization of silencing machinery within these clusters parallels the 
notion that the NPC acts as a hub for proteins involved in chromatin processes such as 
transcription factors, mRNA export, and DNA repair machinery [162]–[164]. Since the NPC has 
an inherent role as a hub for both protein and chromatin recruitment, one potential mechanism for 
Nup93’s role in PcG mediated gene repression is that Nup93 binds and stabilizes PcG proteins at 
the NPC and in turn facilitates the looping of Polycomb bound genes which leads to the 
repression of these genes (Figure 24). By this mechanism, localizing PcG machinery to 
repression hot-spots would increase the efficiency of PcG mediated repression and reduce the 
chance that these genes are stochastically reactivated. 
Seeing as Nup107 and Nup93 bind to different types of chromatin, we propose a model 
in which certain nuclear pores interact with active chromatin via the Nup107 sub-complex, while 
other nuclear pores associate with silent Polycomb chromatin via the Nup93-sub complex (Figure 
24). One question posed by this model is: how does chromatin fit within the channel of the pore 
and orient itself in a manner by which it can be bound by Nup93? The diameter of the NPC 
channel has been measured to be 40nm and the size of nucleosomes wrapped in DNA is roughly 
11 nm [165]–[168]. By this metric, up to 3 nucleosomes could conceivably be able to fit across the 
nuclear pore channel. The pore channel is packed with FG Nups that create a selectively 
permeable barrier, yet the 60s ribosomal subunit which is ~25 nm in diameter is able to pass 
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through the NPC [169]. Thus, it is feasible that nucleosomes could travel inside the pore and bind 
to the NPC’s inner ring. Whether NPCs that interact with chromatin still participate in transport 
remains to be seen.  
 
 
Figure 24. Potential Mechanism for Stable Nups Binding to Different Chromatin States. (A) 
Proposed model of interactions between the fly genome and stable sub-complexes of the NPC, 
where Nup107 recruits active regions (left), and Nup93 recruits Pc domains and contributes to 
their 3D interactions and stable silencing(right). 
 
 
Interestingly, in yeast, Nup93 has been found to be part of independent nuclear pore 
related complexes termed Snup complexes [95]. These Snup complexes associate with 
chromatin independently of NPCs via the silencing factor Sir4, and include the following Nups: 
Nup170, Nup192, Nup157, Nup188, Nic96, Nup84, Nup133, Nup145C. Nup93 (Nic96) and 
Nup107 (Nup84) were both identified as members of these complexes, so the presence of these 
holo-NPCs doesn’t explain dichotomy in chromatin binding of these two stable Nups that we have 
observed. On the other hand, no FG Nups were identified either through pulldowns with Sir4 or IF 
assays. The lack of FG Nups at these holo-NPCs means that it would be much easier for 
chromatin to migrate into the interior of the Snup channel and interact with members of the inner 
ring. Snups are yet to be discovered in higher Metazoa, but these holo-NPCs pose an interesting 
mechanism by which stable Nups could associate with chromatin. To explore the possibility of 
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Nup107 and Nup93 chromatin binding occurring at Snups, we could conduct IF colocalization 
experiments in fly cells similar to those used to initially identify Snups in yeast. Much of the 
nuclear envelope is covered with NPC signal, so to avoid overlap due to background noise, it 
would be beneficial to couple super-resolution microscopy with these colocalization experiments. 
If similar structures to Snups exist in flies, it would be interesting to assess whether these Snups 
are involved in Nup-chromatin processes.  
Since chromatin must pass the Nup107 subcomplex in order to interact with Nup93, it’s 
not unreasonable to expect Nup107 peaks to be near Nup93 binding sites. When Nup93 and 
Nup107 peaks overlapped, they were on average within one base pair of each other. Conversely, 
when looking at Nucleoporin binding through the genome browser tracks, most non-overlapping 
Nup93 peaks did not contain Nup107 peaks within multiple Kbs, especially within Pc domains. 
There are two hypotheses that could account for this discrepancy. Nup107 doesn’t contain any 
documented chromatin or DNA binding domains [170]. Thus, Nup107 must rely on chromatin 
binding adaptor proteins to interact with chromatin. It could be that these adaptor proteins are 
unable to bind to compact Polycomb chromatin and thus cannot recruit Nup107 to these sites. 
This idea is reinforced by the fact that only 7% of Nup107 peaks associate with Polycomb 
chromatin and 18% of Nup107 peaks associate with heterochromatin in general (Figure 7A). 
Second, as mentioned above, Nup93 inhibits Nup155’s ability to recruit chromatin to NPCs [160]. 
It is possible that Nup93 has an antagonizing affect upon Nup107’s interactions with chromatin 
and hinders Nup107 binding at Nup93 binding sites. We have presented possible reasons as to 
why Nup107 and Nup93 peaks are generally independent of each other, but much is still 
unknown as to how Nups are targeted to chromatin. It will be interesting to see what additional 
proteins play a role in Nup targeting to chromatin and could explain why the NPC can be involved 
in so many diverse chromatin processes.  
While our data demonstrates that that Nup93 is involved in several Polycomb related 
processes, how Polycomb and Polycomb bound chromatin is oriented relative to the NPC 
remains unclear. One of the questions that remains with our proposed model is whether Nup93 
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interacts directly with Polycomb. Through Co-IPs we demonstrated that Nup93 interacts with 
PRC1 and PRC2 components, but these assays cannot discriminate between direct and indirect 
interactions. In order to address this problem, we could conduct chemical crosslinking coupled 
with mass spectrometry (CX-MS). This protocol would allow us to identify proteins that are within 
crosslinking distance of PcG proteins with amino acid resolution. Data generated from this type of 
protocol allows for computational modeling of protein complexes and could be used to show how 
Nup93 is oriented relative to the Polycomb complexes. This method has previously been 
conducted with stable Nups instilling confidence that this method could successfully identify any 
interactions between Nup93 and PcG protein residues [171].  
Our results indicate that some of the previously defined LADs are interspersed or flanked 
with NPC associated chromatin. Nup bound chromatin within LADs was also enriched for both 
DNA hypersensitivity sites along with chromatin insulators CTCF and SuHw. Thus, at least a 
fraction of LADs are complex and contain Nup-bound sub-compartments. Interestingly, both 
Nup107 and Nup93 maintained their preference for active and Polycomb chromatin states 
(respectively) within LADs. These results suggest that the chromatin associated roles of both 
Nups are preserved regardless of the surrounding LAD environment. Moreover, our data implies 
that chromatin at the nuclear periphery binds continuously along the nuclear envelope. These 
observations align with previous EM images that depict condensed heterochromatin covering the 
nuclear periphery juxtaposed by euchromatic chromatin radiating from NPCs [155].  
Notably, in human cells, interruptions in lamin signal within LADs correlated with chromatin 
enriched for active histone marks and serine-2 phosphorylated RNAP II [156]. Termed DiPs, 
these active sub-compartments could coincide with the binding of stable Nups within LADs that 
we observed in fly cells. These DiPs in conjunction with NPCs could facilitate the rapid transition 
of genes between silent and active states while avoiding the more extreme act of evacuating the 
repressive LAD environment entirely. This may be useful for genes that need to be repressed 
most of the time, but activated for short periods in situations like responses to external stimuli. As 
of now, LAD DiPs have not been connected to specific gene regulatory processes and have not 
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been identified in other species, but nonetheless, pose an interesting mechanism for our 
observed intra-LAD binding of stable Nups.  
Though most of our analysis focused on the disparities between the stable Nups Nup93 
and Nup107, we also profiled the chromatin binding Nup Elys. We found that Nup107 and Elys 
colocalized to a high degree with 84% of Nup107 sites also being bound by Elys. At first glance 
this seems logical as Elys recruits the Nup107-Nup160 complex to chromatin for the formation of 
NPCs post-mitotically [26], [27]. Intriguingly, these ChIP-seq profiles were generated from 
asynchronous S2 cell populations. Since only 3-5% of asynchronous S2 cells are in mitosis, we 
can presume that most of the binding sites we detected are present during interphase [172], 
[173]. Thus, it is possible that the Elys/Nup107 sites that we have detected are established early 
in the cell cycle and maintained until cells re-enter mitosis. Nup93 similarly exhibits a high degree 
of colocalization with Elys as well (63% of Nup93 sites are also bound by Elys), so Elys may 
recruit members of the inner ring to chromatin as well. We also found that Elys correlates 
extremely well with Dnase hypersensitive sites (DHSs) which are regions of chromatin sensitive 
to cleavage by Dnase I due to their open nature. This aligns with a recent study that shows that 
Elys interacts with ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers Brahma, Bap60, and Polybromo, and 
facilitates chromatin decondensation [36]. One hypothesis for Elys’ role in the targeting of stable 
Nups Nup93 and Nup107 is that Elys binds to chromatin and establishes open regions of 
chromatin, but additional factors are required in order to decide which Nup binds that region of 
chromatin. Much about Elys’ function during interphase remains to be discovered, but recent 
studies combined with our data indicate that Elys has the potential to be involved in multiple Nup- 
related chromatin processes.  
In this study we have profiled the chromatin binding of three different Nups and in the case 
of Nup93, identified roles in both chromatin organization and gene regulation. The question 
remains as to how both stable Nups associate with chromatin. As previously stated, only the Nup 
Elys exhibits the ability to bind directly to chromatin through its RRK domain [26], [27], [30], [33], 
[34]. Since all other chromatin associating Nups lack chromatin or DNA binding domains, they 
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must interact with proteins that have either DBDs or chromatin binding domains (CBD). As of now 
two of these adaptor proteins have been discovered. The chromatin modifier MBD-R2 is involved 
in recruitment of Nup98 to developmental genes, such as Hox genes in Drosophila [71]. 
Additionally, DNA binding protein Rap1 recruits yeast Nup170 to sub-telomeric regions [94]. 
Importantly, these adaptor proteins only account for a fraction of their respective Nup binding 
sites. Furthermore, most chromatin interacting Nups currently lack identified adaptor proteins and 
how these Nups are recruited to chromatin remains unknown. We have suggested that Elys may 
act as one of these adaptor proteins, but Elys does not completely overlap with either stable Nup 
and thus other adaptor proteins are likely involved. In order to identify new adaptor proteins, the 
most efficient method would be to conduct a mass spectrometry screen of Nup interactors. Hits 
could be confirmed through GST pulldowns and reverse Co-IPs against putative hits. To 
determine whether or not these proteins are adaptor proteins between Nups and chromatin, we 
could assay for IF of fly polytene chromosomes in animals that express RNAi against putative hits 
and knock down high confidence interactors in S2 cells using RNAi and ChIP for the respective 
Nup. In fact, MBD-R2's role as a chromatin adaptor protein for Nup98 was discovered by this 
mechanism. The aforementioned screen would likely require an extensive amount of work, but 
would be invaluable in understanding how proteins that compose a single complex can have such 
different functions in the regulation of nuclear architecture and gene expression.  
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4.2 Closing Remarks 
The Nuclear Pore is involved in an increasingly large number of functions ranging from 
mRNA export to DNA repair. The findings from this thesis demonstrate that stable Nups from 
neighboring complexes can bind and influence very different types of chromatin. Collectively, 
these results further our understanding of how the NPC regulates genome organization and gene 
regulation. We have mapped the chromatin binding of three Nups, but the chromatin binding 
locations of numerous Nups, many of which are parts of both the Nup93 and Nup107 sub-
complexes, remain unknown. With the chromatin binding assays that we have optimized for 
stable Nups, it will be interesting to see what additional chromatin roles are discovered for Nups. 
Multiple studies have identified mutations in that Nups are involved in many different diseases, 
particularly in cancers and neurodegenerative diseases [174], [175]. Understanding how Nups 
help establish chromatin architecture and regulate gene expression in healthy cells, such as 
Nup93 and Polycomb repression, could provide a basis for understanding how these mutations 
affect patients and cause disease.   
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Chapter 5: Materials and Methods 
 
5.1 EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS 
 
Cell lines 
Drosophila S2 cells (DGRC 6) sex: male, and Kc-167 cells (DGRC 1) sex: female, were obtained 
from the Drosophila Genome Resource Center. Cells were cultured at 25°C in Schneider’s Media 
(DGRC) with 10% heat inactivated fetal bovine serum (GIBCO) and antibiotics.  
 
Fly Lines 
Drosophila genetic stocks used in this study include Bloomington stocks 33908 (Nup93-1 RNAi), 
25754 (Gal4-Nubbin) and Vienna Drosophila Resource Center stock 110759 (Nup107 RNAi).  
 
5.2 PROTOCOL DETAILS 
 
Antibody Generation  
To generate antibodies to Drosophila Nup107 (CG6743), general procedure was as described in 
Pascual-Garcia et al., 2017 [50]. Briefly, dNup107 amino acids 518-725 were cloned into a petG-
41A vector, expressed in BL21 cells, induced with 0.1 mM IPTG at an OD of 0.6 and purified with 
a HIS tag using Ni-NTA agarose beads. The first three elutions were pooled and dialyzed in PBS. 
The purified recombinant protein was sent to the Pocono Rabbit Farm & Laboratory for 
production of Nup107 rabbit antisera. Bleed 3 and Ex-Sang were validated by western 
blotting/Immunofluorescence and RNAi against Nup107 in S2 cells, and used for experimental 
procedures.  
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Additional antibodies against PcG proteins Ph, Pc and E(z), and RYBP were a generous gift from 
Drs. Yuri Schwartz and Vincenzo Pirrotta, Richard Jones, and Ana Busturia, respectively. 
Antibodies to Drosophila lamin, L7, ADL84.12 and ADL195, were gifted by Dr. Paul Fisher, or 
obtained from Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank. Antibody to H3 was purchased from 
Abcam (ab1791). Antibodies to dNup93 and dElys were described in Pascual-Garcia et al., 2017 
[50].  
dsRNA generation and RNAi conditions  
To generate dsRNA, was generated with Megascript T7 kit (Applied Biosystems). RNAi 
knockdown was accomplished by plating 1.5x106 cells in 1 mL of serum free media per well of 6-
well plate and 6.35x106 cells in 5 mL of serum free media per 10 cm dish. Cells were treated with 
20ug/125ug (6 well and 10 cm plate respectively) of the appropriate dsRNA incubated for 2-4 
hours before rescuing with media containing 20% heat inactivated fetal bovine serum. Treatments 
were repeated either one or two additional times for all RNAi treatments (a total of 4 days/96 
hours or 6 days/144 hours). Control cells were treated with dsRNA for gene white.  
 
Co-Immunoprecipitations  
S2 cells were harvested and washed twice in PBS. 4x107 cells were resuspended in 1100 µl of 
high-salt buffer (10 mM Tris-HCL, pH 7.4, 400 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 2mM EGTA, 1 mM 
MgCl2, 1 mM DTT and C0mplete EDTA-free Tablet (1 per 10 mL)) (Sigma 11836170001) and 
Pierce Universal Nuclease (1:500) (ThermoFisher 88700) for 45 min at 4°C. The sample was 
then sonicated 3 times for 15 seconds on setting 2 of Fisher Sonic Dismembrator Model 100 
resting 10 seconds on ice between sonications. The sample was spun down at 10,000 rcf, 10 min 
at 4 °C and supernatant was removed. 300ul of lysate and 850 µl of no-salt buffer (10 mM Tris-
HCl, pH 7.4, 2 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT) was added along with 8 µl of anti-Nup93 antibody or 2 µg 
of anti-Guinea Pig IgG antibody was added to the lysate mixture and incubated on a rotator at 
4°C overnight. 35 µl of Dynabeads (Life Technologies) were washed in blocking buffer (0.3% 
BSA PBS) three times and blocked for 1 hour on a rotator at 4°C. Beads were washed in no salt 
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buffer twice and added to the antibody/lysate mixture and incubated on a rotator at 4°C for 3 
hours. After incubating, beads were washed 5 times in wash buffer (1:3 High Salt:No Salt) and 
eluted in SDS-loading buffer. 5% inputs boiled in final concentration 1X SDS-loading buffer and 
IP samples were loaded on 6 or 8% SDS-PAGE gels and transferred electrophoretically to 
nitrocellulose membranes using a Bio-RAD Trans-Blot Turbo using the following program: (0.1 
Amps/25 Volts/90 min). Membranes were blocked in 5% Milk PBST (1X PBS and 0.1% Tween) 
for 1 hour at RT before being incubated in primary antibodies diluted in 5% BSA PBST overnight 
at 4°C. The primary anti- bodies and dilutions used are: guinea pig anti-Nup93 (1:1000), rabbit 
anti-Ph (1:1000), rabbit anti-Pc (1:1000), rabbit anti-RYBP (1:1000), and rabbit anti-E(z) (1:1000). 
Membranes were washed 3 X 10 min in PBST and then incubated with HRP secondary anti- 
bodies for 1 hr at room temperature. Membranes were washed in PBST 3 X 10 min and imaged 
using ECL-Plus western blotting reagent (Amersham Biosciences).  
IPs done with more stringent conditions used the same procedures with the following 
changes. The lysis buffer was replaced with buffer A (20 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 
0.5 mM EGTA, 0.5% Sarkosyl, 0.1% Na-Deoxycholate). IPs were set up with 400 µl of lysate, 400 
µl of dilution buffer (20 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM EGTA, 0.1% IGEPAL) and 
washes were done using the dilution buffer. 5% inputs boiled in final concentration 1X SDS-
loading buffer and IP samples were run on either 8% SDS-PAGE or 4%–20% SDS-PAGE precast 
gels (BioRAD 4561095). Samples blotted for Nup93, Nup107, Pc and E(z) were transferred onto 
0.45 um nitrocellulose membranes while samples blotted for H3 were transferred onto 0.2 um 
nitrocellulose membranes. Membranes were blocked, incubated with primary/secondary 
antibodies, washed and imaged as described previously. The primary antibodies and dilutions are 
as follows (guinea pig anti-Nup93 (1:1000), rabbit anti-Nup107 (1:1000), rabbit anti-Pc (1:1000), 
rabbit anti-E(z) (1:1000), and mouse anti-H3 (1:1000)).  
Whole Cell Lysate Westerns  
Knockdowns were performed as described in ‘‘Cell Culture and RNAi’’ and cells were harvested 
and washed twice in PBS. Cell pellets were incubated with 120 µl of RIPA buffer (10 mM Tris-
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HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM EGTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% Sodium Deoxycholate, 0.1% 
SDS, 1% IGEPAL, 140 mM NaCl and C0mplete EDTA-free Tablets(1 per 10 ml)) per 6-well of 
cells and incubated on ice for 45 min. Samples were then spun down at 10,000 rcf, 10 min 4°C 
and the supernatant was removed and quantified using the Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit 
(ThermoFisher 23225). 15 µg of protein of each sample was boiled in final conc. 1 X SDS-loading 
buffer, resolved on 8% SDS-PAGE gels and transferred electrophoretically to nitrocellulose 
membranes using a Bio-RAD Trans-Blot Turbo. Membranes were blocked, incubated with 
primary/secondary antibodies, washed and imaged as described in Co-Immunoprecipitations. 
The primary antibodies and dilutions are as follows (rabbit anti-Nup107 (1:1000) and mouse anti-
Tubulin (1:1000).  
 
ChIP-sequencing  
10 cm dishes of S2 cells at 85%–95% confluency were crosslinked with 1% methanol-free 
formaldehyde and quenched with 0.125 M final concentration Glycine. Cells were then harvested 
and washed with PBS + 0.2mM PMSF. Cells were then treated with 1 mL of ChIP Buffer I (50 mM 
HEPES pH 7.6, 140 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM EGTA, 10% glycerol, 0.5% IGEPAL, 0.25% 
Triton X-100, and C0mplete protease inhibitors (11836170001), incubated on a rotator at 4°C for 
10 min, and spun down at 400 rcf, 5 min 4°C. Pellets were resuspended in 1 mL of ChIP Buffer II 
(20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 200 mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, pH 8.0, 0.5 mM EGTA, pH 8.0, and C0mplete 
protease inhibitors), incubated on a rotator at 4°C for 10 min, and spun down at 400 rcf, 5 min 
4°C. Pellets were resuspended in 1 mL ChIP Buffer III (20 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 
0.5 mM EGTA, 0.5% Sarkosyl, 0.1% Na-Deoxycholate (NaDOC) and C0mplete protease 
inhibitors) and sonicated in a S220 Covaris (15 min peak power 140, Duty Ratio 5, Cycles 200). 
Samples were transferred into 1.5 mL Lo-bind tubes, 1% Triton X-100 final volume was added 
and samples were spun down at max speed 10 min at 4°C. Supernatants were then quantified 
using a Bradford assay (BioRAD 5000006). IPs were set up with 500ug of protein, 15ul of Nup 
antibodies/3ug of IgGs and Dilution Buffer (20 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM 
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EGTA) in a 1:2 ratio of lysate:dilution buffer. IPs were incubated on a rotator O/N at 4°C and 10% 
Input and verification samples were stored at 80°C. 40 µl of Dynabeads per IP were washed and 
then blocked in 0.3% BSA in PBS on a rotator O/N at 4°C. Beads were then washed twice in 
Dilution Buffer and added to the IPs and incubated on a rotator at 4°C for 3 hours. After 
incubation, beads were washed in 1 mL of the following buffers: Low Salt Buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl 
pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-100), High Salt Buffer (20 mM Tris-
HCl, pH 8, 500 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.1% SDS, 1% TritonX- 100), LiCl Buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl 
pH 8, 250 mM LiCl, 1% IGEPAL, 1% NaDOC, 1 mM EDTA), and TE50 (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 
50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA). The TE50 wash was repeated twice to ensure that all residual LiCl 
Buffer was removed. Beads were resuspended in 300 µL of Elution Buffer (100 mM NaHCO3, 1% 
SDS) and eluted in a thermomixer at 65°C 600 rpm for 30 min. Samples (IPs and Inputs) were 
de-crosslinked at 65°C. After de-crosslinking, equal volume TE (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM 
EDTA) was added to samples and 0.2 mg/mL final concentration RNase A (Roche 10109169001) 
was added and incubated at 37°C followed by the addition of 0.2 mg/mL final concentration 
Proteinase K (Fisher Scientific BP1700-100) and incubation at 55°C. 1 X sample volume of 
Phenol/Chloroform/isoamyl alcohol was added, samples were incubated at RT and then spun 
down at max speed. 1 X sample volume of chloroform/isoamyl alcohol was added to the aqueous 
layer and samples were incubated at RT and then spun down at max speed. 0.1X sample volume 
of sodium acetate (pH 5.2, final concentration of 0.3 M), 1.5 mL glycogen (stock 20 mg/ ml, 
Roche) and 2.5 X sample volume of cold 100% ethanol was added to the aqueous layer and 
samples were mixed and incubated at 20°C. Samples were then spun down at max speed, 20 
min 4°C, the DNA pellet was washed with 70% cold ethanol, and spun down at max speed, 10 
min 4°C. Pellets were then quick-spun and residual ethanol was pipetted off. Pellets were then 
air-dried until all ethanol was removed. DNA pellets were then re-suspended in TE buffer. 
Samples were then either processed for qPCR or sequencing.  
 
Library Preparation and Sequencing  
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Libraries were prepared using NEBNext Ultra II DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (E7645L) and 
NEBNext Multiplex Oligos for Illumina (E7335L and E7500L). Fragment sizes were verified with 
an Agilent Bioanalyzer High Sensitivity Kit (5067-4627). Libraries were quantified using NEBNext 
Library Quant Kit for Illumina (E7630L) and sequenced using an Illumina NextSeq 500 platform 
(75bp, single-end) (Illumina FC-404-2005).  
 
RNA Extraction and qPCR  
For Drosophila larvae wing disc experiments, female Nup93 RNAi line (33908) or Nup107 RNAi 
line (KK108047) were crossed to male Gal4-Nubbin (25754), with Gal4-Nubbin cross as the 
control. Wing discs of progeny 3rd instar larvae were dissected in 4°C PBS and collected in tubes 
on dry ice (discs from 25 animals per replicate). Tissues were homogenized in TRIzol (15596026) 
and RNA was harvested with PureLink RNA extraction kit (ThermoFisher Scientific 12183025). 
For cultured cells, cells were harvested with 4°C PBS. Cells were treated with TRIzol and RNA 
was harvested with PureLink RNA extraction kit (ThermoFisher Scientific 12183025). In cell and 
tissue experiments cDNA was made using the QuantiTect Reverse Transcription Kit (205310). 
Transcripts were quantified using POWER SYBR Green Master Mix (4367659) and a 
QuantStudio 7 Flex Real-Time PCR Instrument (4485701). Expression of all targets was 
normalized using primers to rp49. 
 
Immunofluorescence in S2 cells  
Cells were settled on coverslips then washed in PBST (1X PBS with 0.1% Triton X-100) for 2 min 
on ice followed by fixation in methanol cooled to 20°C for 10 min at RT. Coverslips were washed 
with PBS three times for five minutes at RT, then blocked in 1% BSA in PBST for 30 min. 
Blocking solution containing diluted primary antibodies was applied to coverslips, and incubated 
in a humidified chamber overnight at 4°C. Coverslips were washed in PBST followed by 
incubation with secondary antibodies diluted in blocking solution for 1 hour at room temperature 
in a dark humid chamber, followed by 3 five minute washes in PBS. Slides were washed in 
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Hoescht DNA stain (1:10,000 in PBS) for 5 min, before mounting in Prolong Gold (Invitrogen 
P36930). Primary antibody dilutions were as follows: rabbit anti-Nup107 (1:200), guinea pig anti- 
Nup93 (1:200), mouse anti-414 (1:300), rabbit anti-Pc and anti-Ph (1:100). Secondary antibodies 
were goat anti-mouse 488 (1:800), goat anti-guinea pig 568 (1:800) and goat anti-rabbit 568 
(1:800).  
 
Immunofluorescence and DNA FISH 
Methods were based on published protocol (Nguyen and Joyce, 2019). For DNA FISH, Oligopaint 
probe libraries were designed using the Oligoarray 2.1 software and the DM3 genome build, 
purchased from CustomArray. Oligopaint FISH probes were designed to have 42 bases of 
homology and a density of 5-10 probes/kb. 
For oligopaint probe generation, The oligo pool was PCR amplified in a 50 mL reaction 
(1.25 mL of 20 mM forward primer, 1.25 mL of 20 mM reverse primer, 1 mL of 100 pg/mL oligo 
pool, 21.5 mL of ddH2O, and 25 mL of 2 3 Phusion Master Mix) (NEB) with the cycle having an 
initial denaturation of 98°C for 3 min, 30 cycles of 98°C for 5 s and 72°C for 15 s, then a final 
elongation step of 72°C for 2 min. PCR samples were purified with Nucleospin Gel and PCR 
clean-up kit (Clontech). Products were diluted to 20 ng/mL, then another PCR reaction was run 
according to the manufacturer’s recommended cycle, with 200 mL reaction (0.4 mL of 200 mM 
forward primer containing secondary binding sequence, 0.4 mL 200 of mM reverse primer 
containing T7 sequence, 4 mL of 10 mM dNTP mix, 1 mL of 20 ng/mL oligo pool PCR product, 
PCR buffer, Taq polymerase, and ddH2O) using the Choice Taq Polymerase (Denville). Products 
were pooled, purified as previously described, and eluted in 50 mL ddH2O. RNA was synthesized 
in a 20 mL reaction (7 mL of the PCR product, 2 mL of each ribonucleotide, 2 mL of 10 3 T7 
buffer, and 2 mL of T7 polymerase, 1 mL of RNaseOUT) using the HiScribe T7 kit (NEB) and 
incubated at 37°C overnight. The T7 reaction was brought to room temperature and a reverse 
transcription reaction was assembled (20 mL of T7 sample, 7.5 mL of 200 mM forward primer 
containing the secondary sequence, 9.6 mL of a 100 mM dNTP mix, 30 mL 1 3 RT buffer, 2 mL of 
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Maxima H Minus enzyme, 1.5 mL RNaseOUT, and 79.4 mL of ddH2O) using the Maxima RT-H 
Kit (Thermo Scientific) and incubated at 50°C for 2 h. RNA was degraded by adding 4ul RNAase 
A 10ug/ul and incubated in a thermocycler (2h 37°C, 30min 60°C, 15 min 92°C). The probe was 
then purified by adding 308ul mL of oligo binding buffer and 616uL of 100% ethanol, vortexing 
briefly, and purified with the Oligo Clean and Concentration kit (Zymo Research). The probe was 
then eluted into 150 mL of ddH2O. The concentration of the probe was measured on a 
spectrophotometer, and the concentration converted to pmol/mL by using the formula: 
[concentration of probe in pmol/mL] = [concentration of probe in ng/mL] * 3.03 * (1/number of 
nucleotides).  
For IF combined with DNA FISH, all washes and fixations in protocol were performed in 
coplin jars. Cells at a concentration of 2x106 cells/mL were settled on poly-L-lysine coated slides 
for 30 min at room temperature in a covered container, then rinsed quickly with PBS followed by 
fixation with 4% formaldehyde in PBST (1X PBS with 0.1% Triton X-100) for 10 min. Slides were 
washed in PBST 3 X 5 min and then blocked in 1% BSA in PBST for 30 min. 60 mL of blocking 
solution containing diluted primary antibodies was applied on the area of the slide containing fixed 
cells, covered with a 22x22 mm coverslip, and incubated in a humidified chamber overnight at 
4°C. Slides were then washed in PBST 3 X 5 min at room temperature followed by incubation 
with 60 mL of secondary antibodies diluted in blocking solution for 1 hour at room temperature in 
a dark humid chamber. In the case of IF/FISH, slides were subjected to IF, followed by post-
fixation with 4% formaldehyde in PBST for 10 min before proceeding with FISH as described 
below. Primary antibody dilutions were as follows: mouse anti-lamin ADL84-12 (1:100), mouse 
anti-lamin ADL195 (1:100), rabbit anti-Pc (1:100), rabbit anti-Ph (1:100) and mouse mAb414 
(1:300). Secondary antibodies used were Alexa 488 goat anti-mouse (1:200) and Alexa 568 goat 
anti-rabbit (1:200).  
Immunofluorescence protocol was followed by 3 X 5 min washes in PBST at RT, then in 
2 X SSCT (0.3 m NaCl, 0.03 m sodium citrate, 0.1% Tween-20) at RT for 5 min, and in 2 X 
SSCT/50% formamide at RT for 5 min. Slides were pre-denatured in 2 X SSCT/50% formamide 
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at 92°C in coplin jars for 2.5 min followed by incubation in 2 X SSCT/50% formamide at 60°C in 
coplin jars for 20 min. Slides were moved to an empty jar to dry for approximately 10 min. Primary 
Oligopaint probes in hybridization buffer (10% dextran sulfate/2xSSCT/50% formamide/4% 
polyvinylsulfonic acid (PVSA)) were then added to the slides, covered with a coverslip, and 
sealed with rubber cement. Once rubber cement completely dried, slides were denatured on a 
heat block in a water bath set to 92°C for 2.5 min, after which slides were transferred to a 
humidified chamber and incubated overnight at 37°C. Approximately 16–18 hours later, 
coverslips were removed with a razor blade, and slides were washed in 2 X SSCT at 60°C for 15 
min, 2 X SSCT at RT  
 
Chromosome conformation capture (3C)  
3C experiments were performed as detailed in (Pascual-Garcia et al., 2017), with some 
variations. Briefly, 10 x106 S2 cells were cross-linked using 2% formaldehyde for 10 min at room 
temperature and the reaction was quenched with 0.125 M glycine. Cells were lysed for 10 min on 
ice with Lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM MgCl2, 10 mM NaCl, 0.2% Igepal). Nuclei 
were re- suspended in 1.2X restriction enzyme buffer and incubated at 37°C for 90 min with 5 mL 
of 20% SDS. We then added 50 mL of 12% Triton X-100/1X T4 Ligase buffer and incubated for 
90 more min in the same conditions. Digestion was done in two steps, first using 300U of Hind III 
for 3h at 37°C and then adding 500U and incubating overnight. The reaction was then stopped by 
adding 40 mL of 20% SDS and ligation of the fragmented DNA was done with 2000U of T4 ligase 
and incubating overnight at 16°C. Cross- linking was reversed incubating samples overnight at 
65°C with 400 mg of freshly prepared Proteinase K and DNA was purified after RNase A 
treatment with phenol:chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. The DNA pellet was 
dissolved in 150 mL of 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5.  
Concentrations of ligation products were adjusted to 25 ng/ml by comparing to a 
reference sample of genomic DNA of known con- centration. To measure interaction frequencies 
of 3C products, six independent experiments were amplified by real time-qPCR. For each 
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reaction 2 mL of the 3C template was used and measured relative to control template generated 
from BAC DNA clone RP98-20I8 (AbdB). All interactions were normalized to internal primers, not 
spanning any HindIII sites, at the rp49 locus (BAC#RP98-15I7). Primers used are as listed in 
(Lanzuolo et al., 2007).  
 
RNA FISH  
S2 cells were fixed on coverslips using 4% Paraformaldehyde for 10 min and washed with PBS 3 
X 5 min at RT. Coverslips were incubated with 30uL hybridization buffer (2XSSC;10% 
Formamide, 10% Dextran sulfate; salmon sperm DNA) and 0.3uL stock probe solution at 37°C for 
18h, followed by three washes in wash buffer (2XSSC;10% dionized Formamide) for 30 min per 
wash at 37°C. Coverslips were then stained with Hoesht DNA stain (1:10,000 in PBS) for 5 min 
and washed 3 X 5 min in PBS, followed by mounting in Prolong Gold (Invitrogen).  
5.3 QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS  
ChIP-seq Comparison Between Datasets  
Track and coordinate files of public datasets were acquired for Pc ChIP-seq (GSE20804), Pc 
BioTAP (GSE66183), H3K27me3 ChIP-seq (GSE20781), chromatin landscape described in 5- 
color states (GSE22069) and in 9-color states (PMC3109908). Pc domains were defined by 
expanding Pc ChIP-seq peaks toward both ends until the 9-color chromatin state changes. 
Heatmap of ChIP-seq signal ± 5 kb centered around peaks were plotted using Deeptools 
(“computeMatrix reference-point”). Similarly, heatmap of ChIP-seq signal stretching over plus ± 
5kb around Pc domains were plotted using Deeptools (“computeMatrix scale-regions”), with 
unsupervised k-means clustering (k = 2) that separated the Pc domains by whether it has Nup93 
or not. Track for Lamin DamID and coordinate file of LAD boundaries were acquired (GSE20311). 
Nup ChIP-seq peaks were assigned as in LADs, in LAD boundaries (outside of LADs but within 
5kb of LAD boundaries) or outside LADs. Heatmap of ChIP-seq signal ± 5 kb and ± 20 kb 
centered around Nup93 peaks and sorted by Lamin ChIP-seq and Nup93 peak size (respectively) 
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using Deeptools (“computeMatrix reference-point-center”). Heatmap of Lamin DamID signal ± 
100kb centered around peaks were plotted using Deeptools (“computeMatrix reference-regions-
scale”). Nup peaks in each category were assigned with chromatin colors based on the majority 
color of the peak region. Nup chromatin color enrichment significance was calculated by 
comparing to 100 random shuffles of the corresponding Nup peaks. Statistical parameters are 
reported in the figure legends.  
 
ChIP-seq Data Preprocessing  
Sequencing reads were aligned to genome assembly dm3 using Bowtie2 (version 2.2.9) with 
default parameters and “–local” to allow soft clipping of ends. Alignments were further processed 
by SAMtools (version 0.1.19) to remove low quality alignments (“-q 10”), PCR duplicates (“rmdup 
-s”) and mitochondrial reads. Reads that passed filter were used to call peaks with MACS2 
(v2.1.0, “-qvalue 0.05-mfold 2 50-broad”). Peaks that overlapped between biological replicates 
were retained for each antibody. For visualization, each individual library was normalized to 10 
million reads per library and then the track for each library was generated by subtracting its 
corresponding IgG control (Nup93, Nup107, Elys ChIPs) or input control (L7 Lamin ChIPs) using 
BEDtools (“genomecov”) and Deeptools (“bigwigCompare -ratio=subtract-binSize=10”). An 
average track for each antibody was also generated from biological replicates using UCSC 
command line tools (“bigWigMerge”). Peaks were annotated with genomic regions and nearby 
genes using HOMER (“annotatePeaks”). Overlap between different Nups were defined as peaks 
that overlap by at least 1bp. Heatmap of ChIP-seq signal ± 1.5kb centered around peaks were 
plotted using Deeptools (“computeMatrix reference-point”). Statistical parameters are reported in 
the figure legends.  
 
HI-C Analysis  
Hi-C preprocessed data (GSE58821) was acquired in 25kb-bin resolution as provided in the 
original study. We labeled each bin based on whether it contains Nup93+ or Nup93- Pc domains, 
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and the Hi-C interaction signal within or between different types of bins were summarized as 
boxplots. Statistical parameters are reported in the figure legends.  
 
S2 Cell Immunofluorescence Analysis  
Colocalization analysis of immunofluorescence images was conducted using the Mander’s 
overlap coefficient and Pearson’s correlation coefficient methods (Dunn et al., 2011). Cells from 
Immunofluorescence images included three channels, DAPI for DNA stain, 414, and Nup107 or 
Nup93. To select pixels from these images for calculations, cells were manually isolated through 
masking of 414 signal to ensure that background from the surrounding image was excluded. 
Values reported were generated using the ImageJ plugin JACoP (Bolte and Cordeliéres, 2006), 
which automatically calculated threshold and intensity values for pixels in each channel followed 
by pixel to pixel comparison of the indicated channels. Line graphs of fluorescence intensities for 
414 and Nup107 or Nup93 were generated in two channel images of single cells using ImageJ 
“Plot Profile” function across the diameter through the center of each cell. Fraction of total 
intensity values were then calculated by dividing each data point along the line graph by the total 
fluorescence intensity. The lowest point of 414 Intensity curves on either side of the nucleus were 
used to define internal signal. Total signal of Nup107 or Nup93 within this region was summed to 
calculate internal signal values. These values were divided by total signal to determine the 
percent internal signal for each cell. Statistical parameters are reported in the figure legends.  
 
FISH quantification and data analysis  
For DNA and RNA FISH, Images were acquired using a Leica wide-field fluorescence 
microscope, with 1.4 NA 60x objective. Images were processed using Leica software LAS-X 3.3 
for deconvolution and exported as TIF files. FOR DNA FISH, Analysis conducted using plugin 
TANGO (Tools for Analysis of Nuclear Genome Organization) in ImageJ (Ollion et al., 2013). 
Nuclei were identified using “simple segmenter” algorithm and probes were segmented using 
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“hysteresis segmenter” algorithm. Nuclear edge was defined using either Lamin 
immunofluorescent staining or DAPI staining.  
 
Quantification and Statistical Analysis  
R packages Diffbind and stats (version 3.6.1) were used for statistical analysis of differential peak 
and genomic dataset overlap. All other statistical tests were performed using GraphPad Prism 
software with tests described in figure legends. Sample sizes, replicates and statistical dispersion 
are described in figure legends. For FISH quantification, significance was calculated with a two-
sided nonparametric t test (Mann Whitney test) performed on the distributions of distances within 
each replicate relative to control replicates. In the case of periphery distance comparison, the null 
hypothesis was that the cell population will not move away from the periphery. Statistical 
parameters are reported in the figure legends. For RNA FISH, RNA “dots” were counted blind and 
analyzed in GraphPad Prism. 3C and wing disc gene expression significance was calculated via 
two-sided parametric t tests. S2 cell expression significance was calculated via a one-sided 
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